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LAW CLERi< 
1N THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAIIO 
VOLUME ONE OF ONE 
CASE NO. 37385-2010 
In the Matter of the Driver's License Suspension of 
GALE LEE MASTERSON. 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
Petitioner-Appellant 
v. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Respondent-Respondent on Appeal. 
Appealed from the District Court of the 
First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
In and for the County of Benewah. 
I-lonorable FRED M. GIBLER, 
Judge 
RICHARD S. CHRISTENSEN 
Attorney for Petitioner-Appellant 
907 Main ~ v e n u ;  - 
St. Maries, ID 83861 
EDWIN L. LITTENEKER 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for Respondent-Respondent on Appeal 
P.O. Box 32 1 
Lewiston, ID 8350 1 
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Richard S. Christensen 
ClIRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, ldaho 8386 1 
Telephone (208) 245-91 55 
Facsimile (208) 245- 1095 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T I E  
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License of: 
Case No. CV-09 6 4 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
File No. 3840000 15955 
Driver's Licens
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petitioner. Fee Category: R 2  
Filing Fee: $88.00 
Comes now GALE LEE MASTERSON, the Petitioner in the above entitled matter, 
by and through his attorney of record, Richard S. Christensen, and pursuant to ldaho Code §§ 18- 
8002A (8) and 67-5270 w. hereby respectfully petitions this Court for judicial review of the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the ldaho Department of 
Transportation on Januq30,2009 inFileNo. 3840000 15955. Acopy of said final order is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A. Said proceeding and final order were entered following a hearing held pursuant 
to ldaho Code § 18-8002A. 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW I 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this f I 
.$domey for Petitioner 
CERTIFICA TI/ OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of February, 2009,l caused a true copy 
of the foregoing PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW to be served by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to each of the following: 
Idaho Department of Transportation ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Driver's Services ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7 129 
Boise, Idaho 83707- 1 129 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 2 
I N  THE IDAHO TFWNSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
I n  the Matter of the ) 1dahoD.L. 
No.RA353292E 
Driving Privileges of ) File No. 384000015955 
1 
) Findings Of Fact And 
Gale Lee Masterson ) Conclusions Of Law 
And 
) Order 
This matter came on for Administrative License 
Suspension (ALS) hearing on January 26, 2009, by telephone 
conference. Richard Christensen, Attorney at Law, represented 
Masterson. 
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension 
served pursuant to Idaho Code 518-8002A is SUSTAINED. 
EXHIBIT LIST 
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits 
into evidence as part of the record of the proceeding: 
1. Notice of suspension and temporary permit 
2. Evidentiary test results 
3. Sworn statement 
4. Copy of citation number 15955 
5. Copy of petitioner's driver's license 
6. Envelope from law enforcement agency 
7. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents 
8. Petitioner's hearing request 
9. Petitioner's driving record 
10. Order 
11. Subpoena-civil 
12. Subpoena-duces tecum 
13. Subpoena-duces tecum 
A. Instrument operations logs 
B. Return of service 
C. Return of service 
D. Return of service 
E. Video tape 
The Hearing Examiner Has Taken Judicial Notice Of 
The Following Items: 
1. Records regularly maintained by ITD 
2. IDAPA Rules and manuals 
3. ISP standards and procedures for breath testing instruments 
4. Idaho Statutes, city, and county ordinances and procedures 
5. Reported Court Decisions 
6. NHTSA driving while impaired and SFSTs testing manual 
Administrative Proceedings 
Officer Anthony Eells testified: 
1. After smelling an alcohol beverage on Masterson's breath, 
requested Masterson to submit to  SFSTs. 
2. I t  was snowing and Masterson had difficulties in performing 
the SFSTs. 
3. At the jail, checked Masterson's mouth, informed Masterson 
not to  burp, belch, and then started the ALS recording. 
4. Exhibit 2 indicates the observation period started at 19:22. 
5. Exhibit 2 shows Masterson's first subject test was at 19:35. 
6. I n  August 2008, certified on the Intoxilyzer 5000. 
7. The certification was not for the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. 
8. The Intoxilyzer 5000's simulator temperature was within 
range. 
9. Normally turns on the Intoxilyzer 5000's simulator. 
10. The simulator is activated when the Intoxilyzer 5000 is 
turned on. 
11. After every breath test, completes an instrument operations 
log. 
12. Unknown why Exhibit A lacks a simulator check or 
Masterson's breath test results. 
13. A copy of Exhibit 1 was given to Masterson before playing 
the audio recording of the notice of suspension audiotape. 
14. Unaware that Exhibit 1 and the audio recording failed to 
state anything about a person losing their commercial 
driver's license (CDL) privileges for one year. 
Mr. Christensen's comments and arguments: 
1. Officer Eels noted that he did not recall certifying on the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. 
2. Officer Eels had Masterson submit to a breath test with the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. 
3. About fifteen minutes into the tape notes the simulator was 
not turned on in a timely fashion pursuant to the operators 
training manual. 
4. The operator's manual requires a fifteen minutes for the 
simulator. 
5. Officer Eels did not check the simulator to ensure the 
temperature was within requirements. 
6. Instrument operations log lacks a check mark next to the 
simulator temperature. 
7. During the fifteen-minute observation period, the tape shows 
Officer Eels is doing other things and not actively observing 
Masterson. 
8. Masterson was not advised of the potential loss of his CDL 
driving privileges for one year. 
Issues Raised At Hearing I n  Addition To Issues Set 
Forth I n  Idaho Code 518-8002A 
1. Was Officer Eells certified to operate the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN? 
2. Was Masterson monitored in accordance to ISP Forensic 
Services SOP? 
3. Was Masterson required to be informed of his loss of CDL 
driving privileges for one year? 
4. Was Exhibit A submitted in compliance with ISP Forensic 
Services SOP? 
Findings of Fact 
I, having heard the testimony; having heard the issues 
raised by the driver; having considered the exhibits admitted as 
evidence; having considered the matter herein; and being 
advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings 
of Fact: 
Pursuant To Idaho Code 518-8002A(7) The 
Petitioner Has The Burden Of Proof By A 
Preponderance Of The Evidence Regarding All 
Idaho Code 518-8002A Standards And All Issues 
Raised By The Petitioner. 
1. 
Did Officer Anthony J. Eels Have Legal Cause To 
Stop The Vehicle Masterson Was Driving? 
1. Officer Eels observed the vehicle driven by Masterson fail to 
maintain the vehicles lane of travel by crossing over the 
center of the highway and onto the path of an oncoming 
vehicle. 
2. Officer Eels had legal cause to  stop the vehicle driven by 
Masterson. 
2. 
Did Officer Eels Have Legal Cause To Believe 
Masterson Violated Idaho Code 518-8004? 
1. Officer Eels observed Masterson driving a motor vehicle. 
2. Masterson exhibited the following behaviors: 
a. Smelled of an alcoholic beverage 
b. Admitted to  consuming alcoholic beverages 
c. Slurred speech 
d. Impaired memory 
e. Glassy eyes 
f. Bloodshot eyes 
3. Masterson met or exceeded the minimum decision points on 
the following SFSTs: 
a. The horizontal gaze nystagmus 
b. The 9-step walk and turn 
c. The one leg stand 
4. Officer Eels had sufficient legal cause to arrest Masterson and 
request an evidentiary test. 
3. 
Did The Evidentiary Test Results Indicate A 
Violation of Idaho Code 5518-8004, 18-8004C, Or 
18-8006? 
1. The analyses of Masterson's breath samples indicated a BrAC 
of .197/. 184. 
2. Exhibit 2 shows Masterson's two subject tests differed by 
0.013 and were within ISP Forensic Services SOP Sections 
3.2 and 3.2.3 requirements. 
3. Exhibit 2's BrAC results strongly refute the possibility that  
Officer Eells improperly observed Masterson fifteen minutes 
prior to  Masterson's evidentiary breath test. 
4. Masterson was in  violation of Idaho Code 518-8004. 
4. 
Was The Evidentiary Test Performed I n  
Compliance With All Requirements Set Forth I n  
Idaho Code And ISP Forensic Services SOP? 
1. Officer Eels' affidavit states the evidentiary test was 
performed in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic 
Services SOP. 
2. Masterson's evidentiary test was performed in  compliance 
with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services SOP. 
5. 
Did The Evidentiary Testing Instrument Function 
Properly When The Test Was Administered? 
1. The evidentiary testing instrument used to  test Masterson's 
breath sample completed a valid simulator solution check a t  
19:33 hours on December 24, 2008. 
2. The valid simulator solution check approved the instrument 
for evidentiary testing in  accordance with ISP Forensic 
Services SOP. 
3. Exhibit A is not conclusive in showing that Officer Eells turned 
on the simulator solution after the start of the observation 
period. 
4. I n  accordance to the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN manual, section 1 
page 41, during the breath test, the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN will 
check the simulator temperature. 
5. I f  the simulator temperature is in range, the duplicate original 
printout will show "SIMULATOR TEMPERATURE IN RANGE". 
6. I f  the simulator temperature is out of range, the Intoxilyzer 
5000 EN is programmed to abort the testing sequence. 
7. Exhibit 2 demonstrates that the simulator's temperature was 
within range and that Masterson's evidentiary breath test 
was not aborted. 
8. The Intoxilyzer 5000 EN breath-testing instrument functioned 
properly when Masterson's evidentiary breath test was 
administered. 
6. 
Was Masterson Advised Of The Possible 
Suspension Of His Idaho Driving Privilege? 
1. Exhibit E shows Masterson was played the Idaho Code 5518- 
8002 and 18-8002A advisory audiotape prior to submitting to 
the evidentiary test. 
2. Masterson was advised of the consequences of refusing or 
failing evidentiary testing pursuant to Idaho Code 5518-8002 
and 18-8002A. 
7. 
Was Officer Eells Certified To Operate The 
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN? 
1. Officer Eells' testimony provides that he was certified to  use 
the Intoxilyzer 5000 and not the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN that 
was used to  test Masterson's breath sample. 
2. It is noted that  CMI Inc., the manufacturer of the Intoxilyzer 
5000 and Intoxilyzer 5000 EN, does not differentiate 
between these two breath-testing instruments. 
3. Further, CMI Inc. provides that the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN is an 
upgraded Intoxilyzer 5000. 
a. Since the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN is not  considered a new 
breath-testing instrument and is only an updated 
version for an already approved breath testing 
instrument, ISP Forensic Services do not  require a 
police officer to  have additional training and 
certification for the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN if the police 
officer is currently certified for the Intoxilyzer 5000. 
4. Based upon ISP Forensic Services procedures, Officer Eells 
was certified to  use the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN that  tested 
Masterson's breath sample. 
8. 
Was Masterson Monitored I n  Accordance To ISP 
Forensic Services SOP? 
1. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 requires a fifteen- 
minute monitoring period before an evidentiary breath test. 
2. Exhibit E provides Officer Eells used his watch and not the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN'S clock to  commence the  fifteen-minute 
monitoring period. 
3. Upon review of Exhibit El Officer Eells exceeded the fifteen- 
minute monitoring period while properly observing Masterson 
in compliance wi th ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1. 
9. 
Was Masterson Improperly Informed Of His CDL 
Disqualification? 
1. Masterson being unable to use is CDL for one year based 
upon his ALS suspension is a CDL disaualification and not 
an ALS susuension pursuant to Idaho Code 549-335(1)(a). 
2. Before Masterson submitted to anv evidentiary testing, 
Masterson was not required to be informed of the CDL 
disqualification pursuant to Idaho Code 518-8002(3) and 
Idaho Code 518-8002A(2). 
3. Masterson was substantially advised of the consequences of 
submitting, refusing, and failing to complete an evidentiary 
breath test and was not required to be informed of any CDL 
disqualification. 
10. 
Was Exhibit A Submitted I n  Compliance With ISP 
Forensic Services Sop? 
1. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.2.3.2.1 notes the 
instrument operations log becomes the legal record of the 
test results if there is not an Intoxilyzer 5000 EN printout. 
2. Exhibit 2 demonstrates a duplicate original printout of 
Masterson's evidentiary breath test results. 
3. Although Exhibit A failed to contain Masterson's breath test 
results and whether the simulator temperature was within 
range, Exhibit 2 as submit contains the argued information 
and is accepted prima facie. 
4. Exhibit 2 as submitted satisfies any deficiency noted in 
Exhibit A. 
Conclusion Of  Law 
CONFLICTING FACTS, I F  ANY, WERE CONSIDERED 
AND REJECTED I N  FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING 
CITED FACTS. BASED UPON THE FOREGOING 
FINDINGS OF FACT, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF THE 
PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES SET FORTH 
I N  IDAHO CODE 5518-8002 AND 18-8002A WERE 
COMPLIED WITH I N  THIS CASE. 
THE FOLLOWING ORDER I S  RENDERED: 
Order 
The suspension set out  in the  Notice of  Suspension 
served pursuant t o  Idaho Code 518-8002A i s  
SUSTAINED and shall run for  a period of  90  DAYS 
commencing on January 23, 2009, and remain in 
effect through April 23, 2009. 
DATED this 30th day  of January 2009 
Eric G. Moody 
Administrative Hearing Examiner 
Endnotes 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Marics, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9155 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
FILED 
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BY: c3 k- .DEPUT'r 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR T I E  COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License of: 
Case No. CV-09-69 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
File No. 38400001 5955 
Driver's License
AMENDED 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petitioner. 
Comes now GALE LEE MASTERSON, the Petitioner in the above entitled matter, 
and amends his Petition and pursuant to Rule 84(d) Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth the 
following: 
1. Petitioner seeks judicial review of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
and Order entered by the ldaho Department of Transportation on January 30, 2009 in File No. 
384000015955. A copy of said final order is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
2. Said proceeding and final order were entered following a hearing held pursuant 
to Idaho Code 5 18-8002A. 
AMENDED PERTION FOR 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
3. A hearing was held by the Department of Transportation which resulted in the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order (Exhibit A) on the 26' of January, 2009. The 
hearing was recorded by the Idaho Department of Transportation-Driver Services. 
4. The issues in this case are as follows: 
(a) Whether the officer who conducted the breath alcohol test of the 
Petitioner was properly certified on an Intoxilyzer 5000EN. 
(b) Whether the officer properly checked the particulars of the 
Instrument Operations Logs regarding the simulator being in range 
and also whether those test results were properly logged on the 
Instrument Operations Log. 
(c) Whether the State violated the Petitioner's property interests by 
failing to provide due process under Article I Section 13 of the 
Constitution of the State of Idaho and under the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments of the United States Constitution. 
(d) Whether Petitioner received a hearing in a timely manner as 
required under Idaho Code 5 18-8002A 
5. A transcript of the hearing was requested by the Petitioner from the Agency on 
March 13,2009. No fee has been paid at this time as there has been no estimate of fee provided to 
Petitioner. 
Atto ey for Petitioner 
_/pl 
AMENDED PETITION FOR 
JUDlClAL REVIEW 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-& I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of March, 2009,l caused a true copy of 
the foregoing AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
ldaho Department of Transportation ( ~ u . s .  Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Driver's Services ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7129 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1 129 ( ) Facsimile 
Edwin L. Littenekcr 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewkton, ldaho 83501 
(//US. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile A 
AMENDED PETITION FOR 
JUDlClAI, REVIEW 
SHARON KIRBY 
Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
33 11 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701- 1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8755 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
FILED 
BEHEWAH COUNTY 
c OfYN3LDS,C?F?K 
2009 HAR 25 PH 12: 20 
BY: C s a  .DEPUT~  
R-4 THC DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'THE 
STA'TE OF IDAIIO, IN AND FOR 'THE COUNTY OF BENEWAN 
GALE LEE MASTERSON, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case NO. CV09-69 
) 
v. ) NOTICE OF LODGING 
) AGENCY RECORD 
State of Idaho, ) 
Department of 'Transportation 
Respondent. ) 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(k), the attached agency record in the above entitled matter is now 
deemed settled and is hereby lodged. 
DA'TED this 23rd day of March, 2009. 
SHARON KIRBY u 
Idaho 'Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF LODGING AGENCY RECORD- I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of March, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
RICHARD CHRISTENSEN 
ATTORNEY A'f LAW 
907 MAIN AVE. 
ST. MARIES, ID 83861 
ED LIPENEKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
X U.S. MAIL 
- 
-HAND DELIVERED 
OVERNIGH'f MAIL 
-TELECOPY (FAX) 
X ELECTRONIC MAIL 
- 
- HAND DELIVERED 
OVERNIGI-IT MAIL 
-'WLECOPY (FAX) 
Idaho Transportation ~ e ~ a r t m g t  
NOTICE OF LODGING AGENCY RECORD - 2 
&@j e;.;.;.;. 
-2* 
SHARON KIRBY J. Michele Re noids, Clerk 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, DRIVER SERVICES SECTION BY M Deputy 
IDAHOTRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
3311 WEST STATE STREET 
POST OFFICE BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707-1129 
TELEPHONE: (208) 334-8755 
FACSIMILE: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
GALE LEE MASTERSON, 
RESPONDENT, I 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS MATTER: 
INDEX OF DOCUMENTS 
Descri~tion 
Notice of  Suspension and Temporary Permit-Sm&s  EXHIBIT^ 
Evidentiary Test Results-STATE'S EXHlBlTZ 
Sworn Statement-STATE'S  EXHIBIT^ 
Copy of  Citation #15955-sTATE'S fiHlBIT4 
Copy o f  Petitioner's Driver's License-STA&SEXH(B(TS 
Envelope from Law Enforcement A~~~c~-STATE'SEXHIBIT~ 
Certification of  Receipt of  Law Enforcement Documents-STATE'S EXHIBIT 7 
Pane Number 
1-2 
3 
4- 7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Petitioner's Request of Hearing-STA~E'SEXHIBIT~ 
Petitioner's Driver License Record-STATE'S EXnlsn9 
Order-STATE'S ExHl~nlO 
Subpoena-Civil-STA~E'S EXHIBITII 
Subpoena-Duces Tecum-sT~~~'s EXHIBIT 12 
Subpoena-Duc~~ T~cu~-~TATE 's  EXHlBlT13 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Important Information Sheet 
Correspondence 
Instrument Operation Log S~~~~S-PETITIONER'S EXHIBITA 
Return of S~W~C~-PETIT~ONER'S EXHIBIT 5 
Return of Service-P~~oNER's EXHIBIT C 
Return of S ~ W ~ C ~ - P E ~ T I O N E R ' S E X H ~ B ~ T D  
Video T~~~-PETIT~ONER'S EXHIBIT E 
Findings o f  Fad and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Order for Stay 
Motion to  Stay 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Amended Petition for Judicial Review 
Request for Transcript 
DATED THIS  DAY OF MARCH 2009. 
SHARON KIRBY 
Idaho Transportation ~ e ~ a r t m e n ~ j  
Mekg Addms 
.59cs- OperaUng CMV7 0 Yes WNo 5 .  4 . 5 ,  k b .  Transpwt~ng Hazmat? Q Yes No 
St* BP Cite t ion # 
- I .... 
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r the influence of alcohol, drugs. 
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or other intoxicating substances. I 
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camdhg. Dde dAms! rm o l h s l  
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A 
W s  Uoenw, N m t a r  Slete 
2. You are required by law to take one or more cvidenliary tests to determine the concentralion of alcohol or the presence of 
subslances in your body. After sublnilting lo UK !est(s) you may, when practical, at your own expense. have additional tes 
own c b s i n g .  
3. You do not have the right to talk v, a tawyer before iakiking any evidentiaq tests lo determine the alcohol concenlration or 
inmaicating substances in your body. 
4. If you refuse to lake or mrnplele any of the offered tesu pursuant to Section 18.8002. Idaho Code: 
A. You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). 
U-----------' 
I$. Your l d a h  driver's License or permit will be seized if you have it in your p s e s s i o n ,  and if it is current and valid you wll be issued a temporary 
permit. Non-resident licenses will nol be seized and will be valid in Idaho for thilty (30) days from !he service of lhis notice of suspension unless 
modified or restricted by the court, provided the license is valid in the issuing state. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, m y  
lemporary permit issurd will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
C. You have a right to submita writlen request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Coult of &?L!GC>& County for a hearing lo show 
cause why you refuxd lo submit to or complete evidentiary testing nnd why your driver's license should not be suspended. 
D. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, the mlt will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be suspended with 
absolutely no driving privileges for one ( I )  year i f  this is your fmt refusal; and two (2) yean if this is your second refusal within bn (10) years. 
5. If you take and fail the evidentiary test(s) pursuant lo Section 18-8002A. Idaho Code: 
A. Your Idahdriver's license w permit will be seized i f  you have it in your possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary 
permiL Non-resident Licenses will not be seized and shall be valid in Idaho for thiny (30) days from lhe service of this notice of suspension. 
provided the l ianse is valid in the issuing scale. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporary permit issued will not provide 
commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
B. I will serve you with this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty days from the date of m i c e  on this NOTICE. suspending 
your driver's license w privileges. If this is your f ~ s t  faiIure of an evidentiary test your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for 
ninety (90) days. with absolulely no driving privileges during the fmt m y  (30) days. You rnay request restricteddriving privileges for the 
remaining sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial rnotor vehicle. If this is not 
your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one (I)  year 
with absolutely no driving privileges of m y  kind during that period. 
C. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension k f w e  the IDAtiO TRANSPOKTAnON D E P A R W ? h ' T  to show cause why 
you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing and be received by the 
deparlment within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service of this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. You also have the righl to judicial review 
of the Hearing Officer's decision. 
If yuu  have failed the rvidrnt iary twt(s) ,  y o u r  d r iv ing  p r i v i l c ~ t 5  n r r  hc r rhy  s u s p ~ ~ d e d  per US 
. .  . 
alwvc, c o m m r ~ l r l a p  U ~ i r l y  I .W) d a y s  f r u n ~  t h r  d n t r  uf *mice uf this nuticr.  I t '  -- - - -. - 
.I n l w d  i ~ r  t lnl lc.  test n;r\ .,Jrn~ni\tc.re<l. th~ .  trlc.p:tnn~ct~t n1.4) wn.~.  ~4 NN!,,,. of -- I of Service. /2.2.?/- - . 2qb2 -  . .  
Suspension t l p t l  t a e i p t  o f  the teat results. 
P
This Section Provides Temporary Driving Privileges. (If the driver was opera t ing  a commerclal  vehlcle, thls  permlt will n o t  provlde commerclal drivlng privileges of a n y  klnd.) 
If issued. this permit grants the sanlr driving restrictions and privileges as those granted by the Iicendpermit seized (except as indicated 
above), and shall be valid for thiny (30) days from thedate yotl were served this Nolicc ofSuspenrion for failure o r  refusal o f  the rvidentiary 
test(s), unless it is canceled or restricted by the court 
License Surrendered? P Y e s  1 No 
W o s s e s s i o n  El Invalid Expired Eil Issued hy Another Jurisdiction O Not Licensed 
;. .... -- 
., 
-. ...... J 
-R, n 15 not v a ~ d  UNII YW qn R) DEC 3 1 ZOO8 m m  
Asennj- 
OSQ 0 
kpartn!er/t use only: E.!!lare w ~ r e r t r h  UnneIBIood 1 Refusal 
- 
m i t e  (~r"limJ to !TO (lo cwrl ifierusalJ Yellow Capy to Law Enforcement Pink Copy lo  Court ( ~ f  faiiure) GoMnrorl Cwy lo  Onver 
SUSPENSION INFOR:2ATION . I ne a u a l o  vers ton or me sup -.nslon auvlsory suosranrlally , . conforms  to t h e  written tex K&e s u s p e n s i o n  advisory. 
U m B S T Q L l - 4 0 9 U m E i :  btw .A+ 
You h a ~ e  the right lo submit a written request within seven (7) days c, the Magistrate Court indicated on the face of this notice for a hezuing to show callse 
wily you refused to submit lo or complete cvidentiary testing. This is your opponunity to show cause why you refused to submit or failed to complete 
evide!!lillry testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. NOTE: A HEARING REQUEST FOR REFUSING; 1:VIIIENTIARY TESTING 
MUST BE SUBMI'ITED TO THE; MACiISTKATE COURT. 
If you fait to request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, you are subject to a $250 civil penalty and the coun will suspend your driver's license aitd 
privileges with absoluteIy no driving privileges for one ( I )  year for your first offense, or for two (2) years for your second offense within !en (10) y e m .  
-PU TE RSUANT TO SECTION 18-80Q2&D&WDDE): 
You have been .send lhis Notice of Suspension by a peace olticer who had rca~onable grounds to believe that you were operdting a vehicle while intt~xicated. 
Section 18.8002, Idaho Code requires you to take an evidentiary &st or tcsts to dctennine your alcohol concentration and/or the presence o i  any drugs or  o~her  
intoxicating substances. After submitting to the test(s). you may. when practicable, have additional tesls conducted (at your own expense). 
If you take !he evidcntisry test(s) and the results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age). or !he 
presence uf drugs or otllcr inloxicating substances in violation of the prnvisio!~~ of Sec~ions 18.8003, 18-8004C. and 18-8006, Idaho Code. the peace oflicer 
shall: 
1. A. Seize y w ~ r  driver's license. tunless you are an ollt-of-stale resident). 
B. Issw you a tenlprery driving pertnit which shall be valid for thirty (30) days from the date of service indicated on the reverse side of Ibis Nutire (?f 
Su.s~iension. if you 1hai.e surendered a curreut valid Idaho license. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporq  permit issued 
will not provide comnlercial driving privileges of any kind. 
C.  Serve you with *is Nutice <fSuspcrr.sim that bccomcs effective thirty (30) days after tile date of service indicated on the reverse side of this llotice. 
Failure o f m  evidentiary test will result in a ninety (90)-day suspension of driving privileges, with ahsolutely no drivingprivileges during the first 
thilty 130) days of !he suspension. You may request reslricled driving privileges during the final sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not 
your first failureof an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years. all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one ( I )  year with absolutely 
no driving privileges of any hind. 
2. If you werc operating or in physical control of a conlmercial vehicle and the evidentiw test results indicate an alcohol concenlration of: 
A. .04 to less than -08, your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days. Yot~ will have absolutely no commercial driving 
privileges of any kind. Any temporary permit issued will be for Class D (non-con~merc-ial) driving privileges only. 
B. .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 2 1 years of age). or test results indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances, all of 
your driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with possible Class D driving privileges for lhe final sixty (60) days of lhe 
sospension. You will have absolutely no commercial driving privileges of any kind during the hill ninety (%)-day suspension. 
C. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five(5) years, all of your driving priviIeges will be suspended for one (1) year (you 
will have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind). 
HEARING REQUEST FOR FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY T E X :  
Y,,o I,.,\<. tlhl. rlrlll 1 8 ,  r~.qu~.\l :111 . I J ~ ~ ~ I ~ u \ I ~ A I I \ c  lll.~nnp 1111 I I IC  \ U I ~ ~ I I \ ~ . I I I  I I - : F o K F . 1 . I 1 I - : I I ) A H O V l ! U ~ ' A ~ .  YIIUI ~ L ' L I I I ~ \ I  
must be made in writing and be received by lhe department The 
reatlest must state the issues Intended to be raised a t  tbe hearine and must include vour name. date of birth, driver's license number, date of arrest, and .~~ .,
daytime IeIephone number because the hearing wilt be held by telephone. The burden of p m f ,  by preponderance of evidence, shalt be u p  lhe driver as to 
the issues raised in lhe hearing. pursuant to Section 18-8002A(7), Idaho Code. 
If yot~ request a hearing, it shall be held within twenty (20) days of the date lhe hearing request was received by the Idaho Transportation Department. (Section 
18-8002A. Idaho Code) If you do not request a n  administrative hearing within seven (7) days of service of this Notice ofSuspension, your right to 
contest the st~spension is waived. This suspension is separate and apart from any suspension that mag he ordered by the court as  a rest11t of any 
criminal charges that may be brought againct you. 
JUDICIAL REVIEW: 
You may appeal the decision of the Hearing Officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court. (Section 18-8002A. Idaho Code). Your appeal must be 
filed ss a civil proceeding in District Coult, pursuant to ChapIer 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. 
RESTRICTED DRIVING PERMITS: 
If your driving privileges are suspended for a period of ninety (90) days pt~rsuant o Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code, you may request restricted driving 
nrivileees for the final sixtv (60) davs of the susocnsion (IDAPA Rule 39.02.70.) Restricted driving nrivileees will not allow, you to owrate a cornrnercial 
1 . ~ ~  ~~ u , ,  . , ". 
motor vehicle. You rnay make your written request for restricted driving privileges any time after the service of this Notice ufSuspension. 
E-: 
Before being reillstated on this suspension. you will he required to pay a reinstatemc!!t fee. Any other suspension irnposed by the coun for this offense will 
require an additional reinstate me!!^ fee. 
or a p p l y  f o r  a restr ic ted dr iving permit relat ing t o  a n  admin is t ra t ive  license suspension f o r  
Make your request in writillg (including a daytime telephone number) to the Idaho l'ransl,ortation Dept., Driver Services Section, PO Box 
7129, Boise, ID 83707-1 129, QR 
Deliver your request in person to the Driver Services office (33 1 I West State Street, Boise), OR 
Fax y o t ~ r  request to Driver Services at (208) 332-4124. 
irtformotion regarding zkis notice or your driving pr iv i legrs .  cull Driver Services 
~ ~~ 
! 
f l ~ ; l l ; J i r s 3 n )  C&/e  
SUWECrj NAME I 
- 
INTOXILYLER" lPISTRUMENT PRINER CARD 
IN Tl4E DISI'RICT (~OLlKl'O1; Tl4l: FIRST .IUlll(:lAl, 1)ISTRICT O1;'l.llE 
SI'AIIT 01; 11)i\liO. IN AND FOR YIiII COI!N'I'Y 0 1 :  BICNEWAI I 
T l iE  STATE 01: 11)A110. 
I'laintiff, ----- 
MASTERSON GALE I.EE, 
Defendant, 
I )O
SSN
I)l,#
State I l l  
C O U R 7  CASI? NUMI3ER ~~ 
I'ROI3AUI,I? CAUSE O F  AI:FII)AVII' I N - .  
SIII'I'ORI' 01' AI1RkS'I' ANI)!OR 
RI<l'IjSAL YO I A K E  1XSl' 
State o f  Idallo, 
Coo~ity o f  l3e11ewah 
I. ANTI-IONY 1 .  LI:I.LS, the ondersigned, beirlg first duly s i ron)  011 oath. depose and say that: 
I am a peace officer employed by tlie 13enewah Cotlnty Sheriff 
Tlie defendant was arrested on 12-24-2008 at 1901 AM I'M o f  
driving while under the i ~ ~ t l u e n c e  o f aicoi~ol,  drugs, 0,. nny otlier 
intoxicating st~bstances pursuant to Section 18.8004 ldalio Code. 
Second or more DUI offense in tlie last five years? 
 YES NO 
FELONY MISI)EMI<ANOR 
Location o f  Occt~rrcnce 
Identified tlie defendant as: GALE L,. MASI'ERSON. 
by: (check box) Military 1.1). State I.D. Card Drivers License 
Credit Cards Paperwork found Verbal I.D. by the defendant. 
Witness identified tlie defendant. 
Other 
Actual pl~ysical control establislied by: 
Observation by affiant Observation by Officer ANTHONY .I. EEL.L,S 
Admission o f t l ~ e  Defendant to DRINKING. 
Statement of Witness 
Otlier: 
I believe tliat tlierc is probable cause to  believe the defendant committed such crime becat~se of rlie 
followi~lg Ijcts: 
NOTI:  You must state tlie source of all informatio~~ provided below. State what you 
observed and what you learned from someone else, identifying tl~aI person. 
Narrative: IIA'I'F:: 12-24-2008 
Of2Fl(:lXR: L)I-PLITY Elil,l,S. 201 3 
VICTIM: SOCIIII'Y 
SL!Sl'I;Cl': MAS1.ERSON; GAL1  I,. (12-08.1940) 
SIII3JEC'I': I).C.l. (IC. 18-8004 (hl)) 
ON 12-24-2008 AT APPROXIMATELY 1853 IIRS, I (DI:PUTY I:I?I,LS) WAS I1IADI:f) 
NORTII ON HIGf1WAY 3 'TOWARDS ST. .1OE RIVER ROAI) IN BlJNEL\'AH COIJNTY. I GUI' 
BElflNI) A ICED I'ICKUI' WI1'11 A CANOPY HI:AI)EC) NOK'I'I~I ON 1'1 IE IjRIDGE 011'1' SII.)I: 01' 
TOWN. r t ~ t i  PICKIJI' WAS I-IIIAI)I:D AROIINI)  THI: CORNI'R NEAR I:r)'s RRLII. 1,111 I'ICKIIP 
DKIITED INTO'I'I-IE SOLl1'14 BOUNI) LANE. TI-IE I'ICKUI' WENT BACK INTO '1.1-IE NORTII 
BOljNI) IANE T O  AVOID A COI.LISION WITH A SOliI ' t l  HOUNI) VEt1ICLE. 
I ACTIVATEI) M Y  OVERI1EAD LIGHI'S. 'THE VEI1ICI.I: PUI,I.ED OVER JUST HEYOND 
T I E  SI'. JOE RIVER ROAD ON I4IGI1WAY 3. 
I EXITED MY VEI1ICLE AND APPROACIIEI) THE PICKUI'. AN OLDER GENTIXMAN 
STEPI'II) OlJ f  0 F T I 1 E  PICKUP i\ND IIE WAS LlNA13L.li T O  KEEI' HIS IjAI.AN(:E ANL) IIAl) 'TO 
USE'l'111~ PICKL'P'S DOOR FOR BAI,ANCI:. I ASKlil) TI11 DRIVI'R GALE MAS'I.I.(RSON (11) liY 
Ill,) 11: 111; IiAf) A IIRIVIiRS 1,ICENSl:. GAl,l~: STATE11 YfiS. I 'I'0l.l) GAI~,I; I'll1 IIIASON I 
PUI.I,EI) IiIM OVCR WAS TI IAl '  flli HA11 AL.MOST HII' Tl l l i  VEI-llf 1.1: 1'fIAT WAS IICAI)EI.) 
IKTOTOWN. (;AI,E GAVE ME I l l s  1,ICENSF. I COl1L.l) SMl<I.I. A SI'RONG ORDEROF AN 
ALCOHOLIC Bi2lil:KAGi: COMING FROM li lS I'ERSON. I ASKEi) GAI,II II: HE IIAI; ANY I'I1ING 
TO DRINK. GA1.E STATED HE I)ID, I ASKEII GALE IIOW MUCH? GALE STATEI) MORE THAN 
ONE AND TIIAT'S ALL HE WOULD TEI,L ME. I ASKED GAI,E IF HE WOULL) STEP TO THll 
REAROI: IIIS VEI1ICI,E T O  DO SOME FIELD SOBRIfiTY TES1.S. Gi\L,E STATED FIE KNEW I 
WAS JUST DOING MY JOB. 
I TOLD GALE'I'I3E FIRSI'TIZST WILL BE HORIZON'I'AL GAZE ANI) NYSTAGMIIS. I 
ASKED GALE IF I1E I4Al) ANY PROBLEMS WITH IiIS EYES OR I1AD ANY I1EAD IN.1IIRIES OR 
II' FIE WAS WEARING ANY CONTACI'S. GALE STATED NO. I PROCEEDED WITH THE TEST 
AND I GAVEGALE INSTRUCIIONS 'TO IOLLOW THE TIP O F  MY PEN WITH 111s EYE AND 
ONLY HIS EYES. GALE W A S  MOVING HIS HEAD WIIILE FOLLOWING THE PEN; I ASKED 
GALE IF HE UNDERSTOOD T I E  INSTRUCTION. GALE STATED YES, I TOLD GAI,E T O  
FOILOW WITH YOUR EYES. GAI,f:'S EYES DIDNOT PURSUE SMOOrlII ,Y,  GAl.1 HAD 
DISTINCT NYSTAGMUS A T  MAX DEVIATION. GALll I4Al) NYSTAGMUS ONSET I3I;FORE 45 
DEGREES. 
I TOI.1) GALE THE NEXT TESI' IS THE ONE LEG STAND, I ASKED Gi\LI'. TO STi\KI) 
WITH BOl-H I:IIET'I'OGETI1ER WI1II,E I GAVE HIM THE INSTI<UCI.ION OF TI iE  1'I:S'I'. GAIX 
WAS UNABLE T O  FOLLOW INSTRUCTION AND WAS IINABLI; T O  I)O TliST. 
I TOLD GALll THE THIRD TEST IS 'TI1E WALK AND TURN. I 'TRIED 1.0 GET G.\l,t T O  
SIi\NL) WKl'lf ONE FOOT IN FRON7'OFl'fIEOTIIEK. GALE WAS UNABLE T O  l:OL.l,OUf 
INSTRLICTION AND WAS I.1NABL.I: '10 110 TCSI'. 
I 'TOI,I)GAI,E TIIAT I WAS TAKING IIIM LIPTO TI-IE SI1ERIIF'S OFFICE. SOTIIAT IIE 
COUIJ)  I)O A I3REATI1 I'ESI'. 1TO1.1) GAL1  'THAT IIE WAS I!NDER ARI<I:ST. I I'LACI;D (iAI.1 
IN ' ~ I I E  BACK SIAT OF M Y  PATROL V I ~ I I I C L I  A N D  (;AI,E SIAI'I;D I- IE KNOWS TIIAT I A M  
]LIST IIOING MY IOR. CALI: AI)MITTEf) TO IIAVIN(i ' l '00 MANY IIRINKS. (;Al.I STATIII) 
HIS WIFE IUST I4Al) SI-IOIILDER SUIIGEKY, IIE C A M 1  TOI 'OWN '10 IlAVI: (1 CO1.II'I.I~ 01: 
DRINKS ANI) T H A I  1,111) T O  A LITTL,I; MORE TIIAN 1'1 IAT. 
I ASKEI) GALE IF HI? WANT1:I) 13ENCWAII MOTORS '1'0 I'OW HIS VIII IICI.I:. (iAl.l, 
STAI'I:D YES. AN IMl'OllWl) S H E I T  WAS I;ll.l.lil) 01.11'. 
, .. QGS 
I TRANSPORTED GAIX T O  TI ili BCNCWAIi COUNTY IAll.. 1 ESCORTED GALE T O  
THE MOOKING ROOM WI-IERE WE WAITEI) THE 15 MINLITC WAITING PIJKIOI) BY IISING MY 
WATCH, T IME STARTED KI .  1922 I - I I ~ S  AND 1:xr)l:r) AT 1 9 3 ~  I ~ R S .  I PI..AY'D THE A I J I I I O ~ A P C  
01:l'l-lli 18-800218002A IOKM AND 1iAl) G A I X  FOI,I,OW AI,ONG ON I-f-1E I'APIiR FORM. I 
ASKED CALI' IF HE UNDE:RSTOOD; GALE STATEII YES. I (iOT TI1E FIRSI' BRIIATH SAMPLE 
O F  .I97 AND THE SECONL) OF .184.1 TOLD GALE TI-IAT I-IC WILI, BE BOOKED INTO IAII, 17fR 
D.U.I. I SEIZED GAI.E'S I)RIVERS I-ICENSE ANI) ISSUED A 30 DAY TEMPORARY. 
(iALI: SI-IOOK MY IIAND A 1)0%13N TIMES, TEI.I,ING ME WI-IAT A GOOD GIIY 'I'HAT I 
WAS. 
NO CAR VII)CO L)O I 'O I~X)I:IPMENf FAII,CIRC. 1'Hli ONILY V11)1,0 IS 1'111'  BOOKING 
vll)fro. 
Odor ol'alcohulic beverage Y r iS O N O  
Admitted drinkingalcoholic bwerage @Yr!S D N O  
Slurred speech BYES ONO 
Inipaircd memory B ~ t i s  ONO 
GlassylBloodshot eyes H ~ r r s  ONO 
Accident involved D Y E S  BNO 
Injuiy OYt;.S M N O  
Drugs suspected OY~:S HNO 
Drug Recognition I:,vaination Perl'c~nried D Y E S  H N O  
SOBKIET~Y 'l'I:SI'S - M l i l i T  DECISION I'OIN'IS 
Gaze N)stagmus 
One Leg Strrntl 
Walk &Tur i i  
Otlier 
Reason Drugs itre Suspected: 
Prior to being offered the test, the del'endant was substantially infornied o f  the consequences of 
refusal and failure of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 
I 8-8002A. ldalio Code. 
'The del'endant tested for alcohol concentration, drugs, or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) 
wasiwere perfornied in compliance with Sections 18-8003 and 
18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted by the L)epartinent o f  Law Enforcement. 
RAC: ,197I.IX4 by: MHreat l i  q Blood AND!OR q Urine 
Instrument type: @lntoxilyzer 5000 Serial ii 68-012790 
O ~ l c o - S e n s o r  Serial ff 
Test results pending? q YES H N O  (attached) 
Name o f  person administering breath test: ANTHONY J. Efil-LS 
Date Ccrtitication Expires 10-3 1-2010 
Defendant refused the test as follows: 
By my signature, I hereby soleinnly swear that the information contained in this docriment and 
attached reports and documents that may be included herein is [rue and correct to the best o f  knowledge 
and belief. 
- 
Subscribed and sworn to before me o n - ,  i 
~ - 
PERSON AUTHORIZED 'TO 
A1)MINISTI:K OATHS I 
Title: ...... . Residing at: &v& 
M u  Cnrnnii%ton cxni eq- /Yn //? 
BENEWAH 
COUNTY SHERIFF 
IN THE DISTRICT CO(if3T 6 l C 1 t I  - -. !:'? _ JllDICIAL 3141~f11r31. OF ""' THE S~ATE OF. IDAI~S,  !id ,:,. o F(;R i i i  I:,): , .  TY OF .BENEWAH 
STATE OF IDA-I0 0 3  
, ,-. 
I ~GOIvIPLAIhU AND SUMMON:; 
7 
i i  r' i:, ) 2 Inraction 1:itation 
T-4 //?Aq.,+. &...:. :L:?'iA ) ' -- , , OR 
.. . . .  ~- . (.x Mlsdenieanor Citation 
L,,s ,tzp.,, I 
-7 
L.:LQcc:dent Involved 
.................. 
F ; s ,  Nacre 
... - .. - .
. - -. . -. 
-, 
Operator ?&\~j~ass 8 1  ... : C kiss 
GVWR 26001 + 1 1 E :  +,be::.? z: , ,  3 u s  Material:. DR# 
.... i e  Address 130 ,
Bt.isiiiess Address . . . . . .  -. h - .  
THE UNDERSISFIED CJIFI!:C~II ( ! > , ? ~ r \  11. ,:ERT.FIEL: AND SAYS: 
a,*; :? w e  -I,.: ~bwe-n.am,?d Defmdant. 
 or SS# ........ '-tat€ %'L 
..... ~ e ~ g h.:s...ii- "3;r I < /  ,..: E:,;,: LLIlZ- _ D
.C 
V9t1 bc.  Slat$, ~::!;:& -..-.. ,, 4: \ +  ~cl? AJ--. Mzke C L v y  
Model -7 i. C.;2.x i:oior .. . : L I ~ L .  . 
1 , , ' ,  ., M. Did conmiit tlie MQwing :lct(sj ..:..I-.. .?:I I..:,_- at ~ _ i ~ [ _ - 3 ' c l o c k  --.- 
vio. #I L.>2C:& ---- -- -2 - pB-i-y ii ,,- 
, q X  Code i ~ S O ,  
. 
............. 
- -- - -. 
- 
i 
.................... Vio. #2 
- 
- - .- - 
-- 
.. 
I::?.. C * ~ C J ~ . : I ' S  ?ik, ~ - ~ f & \ ,  
Mp. County, Idaho 
..... ... 
Date Dept. 0 
- ... ............. . . .  
Date w v n ~ ; ~ ~ , .  , :J:fi::j Si:riaI #,Acdress Dept. W 
THE SATE 0' I r k  1.1 1,IJ 7 , -  l i  iv' NAMED DEFENCl?NT: 
F-". 
> -. 8 -  
: i~cq;' 8 F . : > ~ c ,  + i e  Clerk of the Ma strate's Court 01 the o ? & 0 
.. \ 2 i)~st,ict Cokirt of ST. MXRIES , oo - --- 3"- altr>r------- 
iocatsd 21 _- __ --, Lm -- .. 
\ I  bid :oil or before -_ gl---- -- 7rbek=- iu j .  8 a2 
i. 
I nck,iowledge (eceiui of ttili t appear at th'? time iiidicated. a 
- 
...... - ..... -. 
0 
c . C" . ............ -- 
n 
.. 
- ,  
7 
,e.- ' .  jr E{:;,6 
-
m 
: I hF"n;~y certily service > p o i  k e  d* ':.,d3', I ?  i ~ ~ r i l l >  ,, 20 
3 CD 
-. 
....... * 
. .. d N o T c E .  see w e r s  3 sde 0' d coMPL.IANcE i,~tructions. 
9 ~~3EflT'GOpj,' \[;Q)J;i.i, ' )  ;',': 


IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Driver Services . P.O. Box 7129 (208) 334-8735 Boise ID 83707.1 129 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents 
I hereby certify that the following documents were received from the sender attached and/or 
incorporated together **: 
Notice of Suspension Advisory Form -Original 
Notice of Suspension Advisory Form - Goldenrod 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Instrument Calibration Check 
Instrument Operations Log 
Sworn Statement 
IncidentIAnesWarrative Reports 
Witness Statements 
LAW Incident Table 
Main Radio Log 
Affidavit andlor Order Finding Probable Cause 
Influence Report 
Pre-Booking Information Sheet 
Photocopy of Citation(s) 
Evaluations 
Impound Report 
Towed Vehicle Report 
Field Sobriety Tests 
Video Tape Notes 
Vehicle Collision Report 
Teletype Records 
Photocopy of Evidence Disk 
Miranda Rights 
Driver License - evidenced by attached photocopy 
Other documents attached and/or incorporated together**: 
'' Staples and other attaching devices are tflically removed from documens for the purpose ofphotocopying and scanning.- . 1 $ 
Revised 7.2006 
12/30/2008 11:59 FAX 2082451sy4 CIiRI STDOM 
&$% 
vp* 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHRIS'MINSEN & D O W ,  P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, ID 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-91 55 
Facsimile (208) 245- 1095 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
BEFORE THE IDAHO DEPAR'MENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Ln the Matter of the ) REQUEST FOR HEARING 
Suspension of the Driver's License ) 
of GALE L. MASTERSON, ) 
) 
dfo ) 
Driver's Licens ) 
Date of Arrest: ) 
TO; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, Driver's Senices, PO Box 7129, Boise, 
Idaho 83707-1 129, Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
COMES NOW, GALE L. MASTERSON, by and through his attorney of record, 
Richard S. Christensen, of the law firm of Christensen & Doman, P.C., and hereby requests a hearing 
on the suspension of his driver's  for allegedly failing the evidentiary testing pmU8nt to 
Section 18-8002(A), Idaho Code. The issues to be raised at the hearing are: 
1. That the police officer did not have legal cause to stop or contact the person of 
Gale L. Mastersan. 
2. That the police officer did not have legal cause to believe that Gale L. Masterson 
had been driving or was in actual physical custody of a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, 
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Section 18-8004. 
3. That the test for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment was not functioning 
properly when the test was administered. 
4. That the process by which Gale L. Misterson was suspended was not performed 
in accordance with the Idaho Code. 
WEREFORE, GALE L. MASTERSON requests a hearing be held in this matter 
according to law. 
DATED thi &Y ofDecembsr, 2008. 
' C/ t to rney  for Defendant 
-ntsfswewpd 
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CrnSTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Marks, Idaho 83861 
SENT VIA FACSIMILE 
(208) 332-2002 
December 30,2008 
Idaho Department of Transpoitation 
Driver's Services 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1 129 
Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
RE: w a t t e r  of the D m e  P n  . . 'vileees of Gale L. Masterson 
Licence ID
Date of Birth:  
Our File No. 583.03 
Attention Drivers Services: 
Enclosed please. find for f i l ' i  in the above referenced matter a Request for Hearing. 
Please co& your receipt of this facsimile at the above number. 
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at any time. 
Respectfully yours, 
RSC:cp 
Enclosure 
cc: Client 
M ~ ~ ~ W A L S / ~ p o r t s t i d V 1 2 3 0 0 8 . w p d  
12/39/2008 11:58 FAX 20824510&+ 
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CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Aveoue 
St. Maries. Idaho 83861 
l'dephonc (208) 245-9 155 
1:swimile (208) 245 -1095 
Richard S. Christenscn Andrew P. Doman 
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 
DATE: December 30,2008 TIME: 10: 5 5  Q ,IL\, 
TO: Idaho Department of Transportation 
Driver's Services 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1 129 
FAX #: (208) 332-2002 
FROM: Richard S. Christensen 
RE: In the Matter of Suspension of Driver's 
Uwnse GALE L. MASTERSON 
This facsimile is 4 pages, induding this sheet. If there are any problems, please 
call (208)245-9155. 
Endosed please find a Request for Hearing regarding the above referenced matter. 
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
CONFIDENTIAL AND PRMLEGED INFORMATION 
The information contained in this facsimile message is attorney privileged and 
confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or ent i i  named above. 
Dissemination or distribution of this communication to other than the intended recipient is 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone (collect if appropriate) to arrange for return of the original documents to us. Thank you. 
Driver Services . P.O. Box 7129 (208) 334-8735 
Boise ID 83707-1 129 dmv.idaho.gov 
REQUESTED BY: MASTERSON, GALE LEE PAGE 1 
130 COTTONWOOD DR 
ST MARIES ID 83861 
D R I V E R  L I C E N S E  R E C O R D  01/02/2009 
FOR t 
MASTERSON, GALE LEE LICENSE NO! ISSUE TYPE: DL 
BIRTH DATE CLASS: A -T 
130 COTTONWOOD DR ISSUED: 11/22/2006 OPR STATUS! VALID 
ST MARIES ID 83861 EXPIRES! 12/08/2010 CDL STATUS: VALID 
DRV TRAIN: NO 
RSTR! NONE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TYPE DATE DESC CLS DOC # 
- - - -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  
PEND 01/23/09 ALSOB+ORDRUG TO 04/23/09 OPR 384000015955 
TO 04/23/09 CDL 
OPR 384101528656 
CDL 
12 MONTH POINTS: 0 24 MONTH POINTS: 0 36 MONTH POINTS! 0 
POINTS ASSESSED ARE FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY, IN DETERMINING SUSPENSIONS 
FOR POINTS OR HABITUAL VIOLATIONS. 
THIS IS THE ENTIRE DRIVING RECORD. POINTS ARE ASSESSED FOR THE 
LAST 3 YEARS ONLY. 
END OF EXISTING RECORD 
AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, I AK AN 
OFFICIALLY APPOINTED CUSTODIAN OF DRIVING RECORDS. I 
HEREBY CERTIFY THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY 
OF THE ORIGINAL DRIVING 
JANUARY 02, 2009 
CUSTODIAN /OF DRIVER RECORDS 
" 
i "  
CONTINUED s L ~  
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Drtver Servtces . PO. BOX 7129 
Botse ID 83707-1 129 (208) 334-8735 dmv.tdaho.gov 
REQUESTED BY: MASTERSON, GALE LEE 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 2 
130 COTTONWOOD DR 
ST MARIES ID 83861 
D R I V E R  L I C E N S E  R E C O R D  01/02/2009 
FOR : 
MASTERSON, GALE LEE LICENSE NO: ISSUE TYPE: DL 
BIRTH DATE: CLASS: A -T 
130 COTTONWOOD DR ISSUED: 11/22/2006 OPR STATUS: VALID 
ST MARIES ID 83861 EXPIRES: 12/08/2010 CDL STATUS: VALID 
DRV TRAIN: NO 
RSTR: NONE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TYPE DATE DESC CLS DOC # 
- - - -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
SECTION 49-203 IDAHO CODE PROHIBITS THE RELEASE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN DRIVER LICENSE RECORDS TO UNAUTHORIZED PARTIES, WITHOUT THE 
EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL THE INFORMATION PERTAINS TO. 
AS AN AUTHORIZED REQUESTOR YOU MAY RECEIVE THIS INFORMATION BUT YOU MAY 
NOT RE-RELEASE OR RE-SELL IT. 
"*END OF DLR PRINT*** 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
----, 
IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT Pniiji-i] 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO 
" 1 i-:- ' 
) File No. 384000015955 
) D.L. No. RA353292E 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
) 
) 
ORDER 
Idaho Code $18-8002A(7) allows for a subpoena to be issued by the hearing examiner 
ordering the appearance of the arresting officer, and IDAPA 39.02.72.300.01 provides for 
issuance of a subpoena for tangible evidence. Petitioner's request for the issuance of 
subpoenas for Deputy Karen Pace, Deputy Kathy Hills, and for the lntoxilyzer Training 
Manuals, is not clearly relevant in this matter, and are therefore denied. Subpoenas for 
Deputy Anthony Eels, Instrument Operation Logsheets and AudioNideo have been issued 
DATED this 14Ih day of January 2009. 
Eric G. Moody / 
Hearing Examiner 
ORDER- 1 
pa 9s- &%* 
kg; v& 
SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TUNSPORTATION DEPT. TELEPHONE #(208)332-2005 
331 1 W. STATE ST. PO BOX 7 129 
BOISE, ID 83703 BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTUTIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE I 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF SUBPOENA -I  
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: ANTHONY EELLS-BENEWAH COUNTY SHERIFFS 
DEPARTMENT 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer Eric G. Moody of the 
ldaho Transportation Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a 
telephone conference call. 
YOU WILL NEED TO PROVIDE YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER TO THE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2005, PRIOR 
TO THE DAY OF THE SCHEDULED HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 26'' day of January 2009, at Ten o'clock 
(10:00am)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, 
PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT CALLIE AT (208) 352-2005." 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your 
subpoena by calling the Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2005 before 
the hearing date listed above. 
Witness my hand this 14Ih day of Janu@009. 
Hearing Officer / 
p'U13YOENA - CIVILe* b39
;DAI-IO TRANSPORTATION TELEPIJONE # (208)332-2005 * 
3 3 1 1 W. STATE ST. PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83703 BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR TIJE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMWISTRATIVE HEARWG 
I N  TIIE ~ ~ A T T E R  OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
. . -- - - - - - - 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: DEPUTY KATHY HILLS-BENEWAH COUNTY SHERIFFS 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidcnce for an Administrative Hearing before the 
Idaho Transportation Department. 
You are commanded to provide the fo l lowing  ltems and documents: 
One copy of any audio and video of the booking and BAC testing rooms. regarding the booking and 
evidentiary testine of Gale Lee Masterson on December 24,2008, Citation #15955. 
THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY JANUARY 27.2009. 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the 
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Richard Christensen, Phone #245-1095 shall advance the 
reasonable cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the 
evidence. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY 
CONTACT CALLIE AT (208) 332-2005.** 
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail to: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
A.L.S. Hearing Unit 
Att: Callie 
PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.300.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Callie at 332-2005 
Witness my hand this 14'' day of J a p y y  2009 
Hearing Officer / 
TUBPOENA - CIVILe% 
IDA130 TRANSPORTATION L)EP@@ TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005 @# 
33 11 W. STATE ST. PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83703 BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAI-IO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAI-IO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
I N  THE MATTER OF THE I I 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
GALE LEE MASTERSON I 
.......................................................................................................... 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: DEPUTY KAREN PAGE-BENEWAH COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the 
Idaho Transportation Department. 
You are commanded to provide the following items and documents: 
One copy of 111~. instrument ol~rrstions lol?shrets for intoxilyzer 50001~:N 
SN #OX-012790 for the period of Noven~her 24,2008 thru 1)ecemher 25.2008. 
THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY JANUARY 27,2009. 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the 
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Richard Christensen, Phone #245-9155 shall advance the reasonable cost of 
producing the books, papers, documents, o r  tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence. 
' I F  YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT 
CALUE AT (208) 332-2005.' ' 
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail or Fax to: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
A.L.S. Hearing Unit 
Att: Callie 
PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
FAX #208 332-2002 
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.300.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Callie at 332-2005 
Witness my hand this 14* day of Janua 
B 
Hearing Officer 9' 
"This subpoena is a single page document. Any additlonal documents requesting evidence 
attached to this subpoena have NOT been approved by the Hearing Examiner and should not be 
considered by the recipient of this subpoena. " 
- 2 
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XiXz?. IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT - * - % A  
Driver Services . P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1 129 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 
MASTERSON, GALE LEE J A N U Y  13, 2009 
130 COTTONWOOD DR 
ST MARIES ID 83861 
LIC/IDENT NO:
FILE NUMBER: 384000015955 
DATE OF BIRTH:
NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING 
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED DEC-ER 24, 2008 . THE 
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON 
JANUARY 26, 2009 AT 10:OOMT. THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TO: 
( ) YOU, AT TELEPHONE #: 
(XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: R I C W  CHRISTENSEN 
AT TELEPHONE #: 208 245-9155 
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE ERIC MOODY 
(XXX) YOUR ENCLOSED DRIVING RECORD INDICATES THAT THIS IS YOUR FIRST 
FAILURE OF AN EVIDENTIARY TEST WITHIN THE LAST 5 YEARS. IF THE 
PENDING SUSPENSION IS SUSTAINED, SECTION 18-8002A IDAHO CODE REQUIRES 
THAT YOUR DRIVING PRIVILEGES BE WITHDRAWN FOR 90 DAYS. 
( ) YOUR ENCLOSED DRIVING RECORD INDICATES THAT YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY 
FAILED AN EVIDENTIARY TEST WITHIN THE LAST 5 YEARS. IF THE PENDING 
SUSPENSION IS SUSTAINED, SECTION 18-8002A IDAHO CODE REQUIRES THAT 
YOUR DRIVING PRIVILEGES BE WITHDRAWN FOR 1 YEAR. 
THE HEARING OFFICER WILL TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE RECORDS REGULARLY 
MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, THE IDAHO 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT RULES, ALL M A L S  ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA 
RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, IDAHO STATUTES, AND REPORTED IDAHO COURT 
DECISIONS. 
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67. 
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE, 
PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005. 
CC: RICHARD CHRISTENSEN 
FORM 029 10014 
IMPORTANTI 
INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR TELEPHONE HEARING 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION OEPT., ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING UNIT'S PHONE NUMBER M t201) 812-2004. THE FAX NUMBER IS 
(201) 331-1002. THE MULING AOORESS 18 PO BOX 712l, BOlSE 10 13707.11~. 
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February 19, 2009 
C O U R T  R E P O R T I N G  
MS. RAM1 AMARO, ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 796 
Hayden, ID 83835 
RE: Gale Lee Masberson, A.L.S. File #384000015955 
A.L.S., Date of Hearing: January 26, 2009 
Dear Ms. Amaro: 
Per the request of the Supervisor of Driver Records, 
Hal Putnam, we are hereby providing you with an 
estimate of the transcription costs in the above 
entitled matter. 
Cost of preparing an original plus two copies from the 
cassette tape provided by the state, with an estimated 
length of 20minutes is: 
$145.00 
Delivery time is 10 working days from the date that we 
receive written authority to proceed from Petitioner's 
legal counsel. Petitioner's payment must be received 
prior to delivery of the transcript. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
HEDRICK COURT REPORTING 
Jerrie S. Hedrick 
ICSR #61 
cc: Hal Putnam 
&.waybW@&rn 
POST OFLlCE BOX 578 
BOISE. IDAHO 83701 
208-336-9208 
Richard S. Chrislensen 
%XISTENSEN -a-i w d & DOMAN,@##). 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries. ldaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-91 55 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
Andrew P. Doman 
January 26,2009 
ldaho Department of Transportation 
Driver's Services 
Eric Moody, I-learing Officer 
PO Box 7129 
Boise. ID 83707-1 129 
RE: In the Matter of the Driving Privile~es of Gale L. Masterson 
Licence ID
Date of Birth  
Your File Number: 384000015955 
Hearing Date: January 26,2009 
Our  File No. 583.03 
Dear Mr. Moody: 
Enclosed with this correspondence please find a copy of the booking tape regarding 
the above referenced matter. As stated during the hearing, Mr. Masterson and Deputy Eells do not 
appear immediately on the tape, but within 15-20 seconds from the start of the tape. 
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at any time 
Respectfully yours, A 
RSC:cp 
Enclosure 
cc: Client (kvlout encl) 
hlaslrnonlDUl/ALS/ua~~sponaliogllrO i 260S.\rpd 
Date: February 18, 2009 
Wally lledrick 
lIcdr~ck Court Report~ng 
PO Box 578 
Boisc, ldaho 8370 1 
Rc: Galc Lee Mastcrson, A.L.S. File 5138400001 5955 
Administrative License Suspension, Date of Hearing: January 26,2009 
Dear Mr. Hedrick 
Please find enclosed the recording of the administrative hearing as referenced 
above. The hearing is approximately 20 minutes long. Please prepare an estimate of the 
transcription cost, and submit the estimate to the Statc's assigned attorney. Please send a 
copy of the estimate to my attention as well. The attorncy represcnting the State in this 
case is: 
Rami Amaro 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 796 
Hayden ID 83835 
(208) 661 -8248 
If the transcript cannot be completed within 14 days of the receipt of thc estimated 
cost, please notify the State's attorney. Upon completion of the transcript send the 
original and two copies to the State's attorney for filing with the court along with the 
administrative record. The final billing, of course, should go to the State's attorney. If 
you have any questions, please contact me at (208) 334-4465. 
Sincerelv. 
Hal Putnam, 
Driver Records Program Supervisor 
Drivcr Services 
cnc: cd rccording for Gale Lee Masterson 
PHONE: ( 2 0 8 )  334 -8736  
MASTERSON, GALE LEE JANUARY 1 3 ,  2009 
1 3 0  COTTONWOOD DR 
ST MARIES ID 8 3 8 6 1  
LIC/IDENT NO:
FILE NUMBER:
DATE OF BIRTH:
SHOW CAUSE LETTER 
THE DEPARTMENT RECEIVED YOUR HEARING REQUEST IN A TIMELY XANNER AND 
FORWARDED THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO THE HEARING EXAMINER SECTION. THE 
HEARING EXAMINER HAS EXTENDED THE HEARING DATE, PURSUANT TO I.C. 18 -  
8 0 0 2 A ( 7 ) ,  DUE TO: 
(XXX) A CONFLICT WITH THE HEARING OFFICER'S SCHEDULE 
( ) ALLOW TIME FOR THE RECEIPT OF SUBPOENAED EVIDENCE REQUESTED BY 
THE PETITIONER 
( ) OTHER: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
******** THE SCHEDULING OF THEHEARING SHALLNOT OPERATE *********** 
******** AS A STAY OF THE SUSPENSION AND ANY TEMPORARY *********** 
******** PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE THIRTY ( 3 0 )  DAYS AFTER *********** 
******** SERVICE OF THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. *********** 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67,  
CHAPTER 52 ,  IDAHO CODE, AND RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF THE 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. THIS HEARING PROVIDES YOU OR YOUR 
ATTORNEY AN OPPORTUNITY TO APPEZG ON YOUR BEHALF. IF YOU NEED FURTHER 
ASSISTANCE,ALEASE CALL ( 2 0 8 )  3 3 2 - 2 0 0 5 .  
HEARING EXAMINER 
CC:RIC= CHRISTENSEN /' 
FORM 02L 1 0 0 1 4  
01 /14 /2009  13 :05  FAX 208245108 
#-?* 
c* 
Richard S. Christensen 
Cl3lUSmSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, ID 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-91 55 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
BEFORE THE IDAHO D E P A R m  OF TRANSPORTATION 
In the Matter of the ) REQUEST FOR SUBPOENAS 
Suspension of the Driver's License ) DUCES TECUM 
of GALE L. MASTERSON, ) 
) 
d/o/b 1 
Driver's Licens ) 
Date of Arrest: 12/24/08 ) 
TO: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, Driver's Services, PO Box 7129, Boise, 
Idaho 83707-1 129, Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner, GALE L. MASTERSON, and hereby moves the 
Hearing Officer in this matter for a subpoenas for the following witnesses on the Administrative 
License Suspension hearing: 
1.  m e w a h  Countv Deoutv Sheriff Anthonv J. Eell~; Deputy Eells is the officer who 
arrested the Petitioner with an Intoxilyzer test on DecemLxx 24,2008. 
2. Subpoena Duces T e e m  for BenewahCountv Deuutv SheriffKaren Pace; Deputy 
Pace is believed to be the Sheriff Department's Intoxilyzer 5000 training officer and is believed to 
be the record keeper of the instrument operations log for the Intoxilyzer 5000 located at theBenewah 
REQUEST FOR SUBPOENAS 1 953 
01/14/2009 13:06 FAX 208245109 &$%J 
*** 
County Sheriffs office. It is requested that Deputy Pace provide that portion of Iasimment 
Operatjons Log for the period 45 days prior and 30 days subsequent to December 24,2008. It is also 
requested that Deputy Pace provide any Operator's Training Manuals maintained by Benewah 
County for the Intoxilyzer 5000 used in this matter. 
3. SubaoenaDuees Taum for Benewah County De~utv Sheriff Kathv Hills; Deputy 
Hills is the evidence custodian for the Benewah County Sheriffs Department and it is requestedthat 
Deputy Hills provide a copy of the booking room and BAC test video tape showing the BAC test 
administered to the Petitioner on Decembcr 24,2008. 
I t  is atso requested that the subpoenas issue to the above-named deputies to 
appear at the oElice of counsel for the Petitioner at  the time and date of the Administrative 
License Suspension hearing (connsel's office is located approximately 2 blocks from the 
Benewah County Sheriff's office) as it wiU more properly facilitate a clear reeord in this 
matter. 
Counsel &&natively states that it has a good-faith need to subpoena the above- 
named officm and that such request is & made for the purpose of harassment any improper 
purpo=. 
f l  DATED this /Y day of January, 2009. 
Cl i lUSmSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
' V~ttomey for Defendant 
M w n U W * w b p . w p d  
REQUEST FOR SUBPOENAS 
01 /14 /2009  13 :05  FAX 208245109 /e"- 
*? 
~42 
CHRIS'IXNSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attomq at LBw 
907 Main Avenue 
SC Maries, Idaho 83861 
Tclephono (208) 245-91 55 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
Richard S. Christmsnt 
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 
DATE: January 14,2009 TIME: l a - . ~ 4  'i. M 
TO: Idaho Department of Transportation 
Driver's Services 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, ldaho 83707-1 129 
FAX #: (208) 332-2002 
FROM: Richard S. Christensen 
RE: In the Matter of Suspension of Drlver's 
License GALE L. MASTERSON 
This facsimile i s 3  pages, including this sheet. If there are any problems, please 
all (208)245-9155. 
Endosed please find a Request for Subpoenas regarding the above referenced 
matter. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contad me. 
CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED INFORMATION 
The information contained in this facsimile message is attorney privileged and 
confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. 
Dissemination or distribution of this communication to other than the intended recipient is 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately not'@ us by 
telephone (collect if appropriate) to arrange for return of the original documents to us. Thank you. 
Callie Downum b 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Callie Downum 
Tuesday, January 13,2009 11:39 AM 
Richard Christensen (cip@christdom,net); Richard Christensen (rsc@christdom.net) 
A.L.S. HEARING PACKET FOR: GALE LEE MASTERSON 
Importance: High 
Attachments: DOC00l.PDF 
Callie Downurn 
A.L.S. Hearing Section 
Phone # 2 0 8  332-2005  
Fax # 2 0 8  3 3 2 - 2 0 0 2  
callie.Downurn@itd.idaho.gov 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Driver Services ' P.O. Box 7129 10014 (208) 334-8'735 
Boise ID 83707-7 729 dmv.idaho.gov 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 
MASTERSON, GALE LF:? JANUARY 26, 2009 
130 COTTONWOOD DR 
ST MARIES ID 83861 
LIC/IDENT NO:
FILE NUMJ3ER: 384000015955 
DATE OF BIRTH:
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME FOR EVIDENCE 
AN ADMINISTRATIVE REARING WAS HELD ON JANUARY 26, 2009 , AND A 
MOTION/REQUEST WAS MADE TO LEAVE THE RECORD OPEN TO ALLOW TIME TO 
OBTAIN AND PRESENT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE. THE REARING OFFICER GRANTED 
THE MOTION/REQUEST AND THE RECORD WILL BE HELD OPEN FOR 30 DAYS FROM 
THE DATE THE HEARING WAS HELD. THE MOTION/REQUEST SHALL NOT STAY THE 
SUSPENSION NOR EXTEND THE EXPIRATION DATE OF TEE THIRTY (30) TEKPORARY 
PERMIT. 
IF THE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IS RECEIVED PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THE 
30 DAY TIME FRAME, THE RECORD WILL BE CLOSED AT THE TIME THE EVIDENCE 
IS RECEIVED AND A FINDING OF PACT WILL BE ISSUED. 
IF THE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IS NOT RECEIVED WITHIN THE 30 DAY TIME 
FRAME, THE RECORD WILL BE CLOSED AND A FINDING OF FACT WILL BE ISSUED. 
IF THE EVIDENCE CANNOT BE OBTAINED WITHIN 30 DAYS, PLEASE CONTACT OUR 
OFFICE PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THE 30 DAY TIME FRAME AT 
(208) 332-2004 TO REQUEST ADDITIONAL TIME TO OBTAIN THE EVIDENCE. 
- - 
FORM 02J 0014 
DateITlme 01 -26-2009 ll:31:01 a.m. Tranrmlt Headerlea 
Local ID 1 93322002 Local Name 1 
Local ID 2 Local Name 2 
This document : Confirmed 
(reduced sample and details below) 
Document size : 8.5"xI 1 " 
W T U S O N .  OALE LI : 
PHOWE: IZOBI J3)-B736 
SANUARII 1 6 .  ZOOS 
I 3 0  COTTOUWMJO DR LICfIDeM. NO: Pd3532926 
B-P MRIES I D  89661 P I L E  WUKVBlZ: 364000015955 
DkTS 05' 81RTX: 12-08-1340 
I F  TQE ADDI-PICBIUI WIDUICE iS RECElVED PRlOR TO TBe KXPlPdTlOU 01 W E  
3 0  DAYTIQE P W .  VBKRECOXE WXLLBE CMSEC ATTHX-PIUS Tlll KVIDtZX+B 
1s (LeCerVm 1WD A "TMIING OF FACT WlLL BE rssuro. 
IF T B ~  ND~TIOUAL 'XIDMCB IS BOT RECEIVED Oirltirx m 3 0  DAY raa 
TOIXL. TRE RECQRD '?ILL BK M S m  RKD R PZNDIWO Or  FACT SILL BE ISSOW. 
I P  TBP IVIOMCK Ci'lHOT BE OB-PIIWm WITHIN 30 DAYS. P L W E  ODNTlff 008 
OFPIC6 P R l m  10 -PI :: EXPIEATION OP l l i E  30 OAY TIIIF. PBUIP. AT 
( m e 1  332-2004 M TEPWST m z r z e x u  r z m  TO rnmrcr RR BVIDOTCE. 
Total Pager Scanned : 2 
- 
Total PagesConflrmed : 2 -- 
NO. / lob  /RemoteStatlon StartTlme ? t  Pager / Llne  ode / l o b  Type IRerultr 
OOt 7 l l : z S 7 m  01-26-2009 0 0  00 19 212 11 .- / E C  / HS / ~ ~ 2 4 0 0 0  
P -4 
Abbreviatlonr: 
HS: Hort rend PL: Polled local MP: Mailbox print TU: Terminated by user 
HR: Hort recelve PR: Polled remote CP: Completed TS: Terminated by ryrtem G3: Group3 
WS: Walting rend MS: Mailbox rave FA: Fail RP: Report EC: Errorcorrect 
DateITlme 
Local ID 1 
Local ID 2 
01-14-2009 05:lS:OO p.m. Tranrmlt Header Text 
93322002 Local Name 1 
Local Name 2 
This document : Confirmed 
(reduced sample and details below) 
Document size : 8.5"x1lU 
IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
In the Matter of the ) Fite No. 384000015955 
M n g  Privileges of ) D.L. No. RA353292E 
W E  LEE MASTERSON 
) 
1 ) DRoER 
Maho Cale $IMCOZA(7) allows fw a subpoena lo be issued by the hearing examiner 
wdedng the appearanca of the w d n g  afficer, and IDAPA 39.02.72.300.01 p m W  for 
issuance of a subpoena for tangble evWMce. PaMineis request for ltrs issuance of 
subpoe~s for Deputy Karen Paw, Deputy Kathy H ! ,  and for me lntoxilyrer Trahlng 
Manuals, is no( deafly ntleMnt In his mattar, and ert, thwefae denied. Subpoenas fw 
Deputy Anthony Eels, lrsirum%nl Operation Loosheets and AuWdeo have been issued. 
DATED thb 14* day of JanuaryM09. 
- ~ f 
M 0. Moody / 
Haaring Examiner 
Total Pager Scanned : 2 Total Pager Conflrmed : 2 
No. \Job y Tme  Duratlon 'pager - - 
00_1__/469 2082451095 05:14:00p.m.01-14-2009 /00:00:16 1212 1 
Abbrevlationr: 
HS: Hortrend PL: Polled local MP: Mallboxprlnt TU: Terminated by user 
HR: Hort receive PR: Polled remote CP: Completed TS: Terminated by ryrtem G3: Group3 
WS: Waiting rend MS: Mailboxrave FA: Fail RP: Report EC: Error Correct 
1.- 
DateITlme 
Local ID 1 
Local ID 2 
Transmission Report 
-- a - 7  - -- 
01-14-2033 05:19:12 p.m. Tranrmlt Header Text 
93322032 Local Name t 
Local Name 2 
This document : Confirmed 
(reduced sample and details below) 
Document size : 8.Smx1 1' 
To: W O U W ) w  P w  ULUe 
F a  -095 W-<4.t009 
rrm hOal I 
Rr:-DUCB1RCW1 CW 
WaIEaTRI- 
OrWITK*UwaswmTsRlll 
Total Pager SEanned : 2 Total Pager Confirmed : 2 
NO. / l ob  /Remote Statlon / StartTlme I ~ u r a t l o n  /Pager 1 ~ l n e  l ~ o d e  I l o b ~ y p e  l ~ e r u l t r  
-- 
W1 1473 12082451095 105:15:11 p.m.O1-14-20W I 0 0 : ~ : 3 8  1212 11 IEC ( H S  / ~ ~ 1 2 0 0 0  -- 
Abbrevlatlonr: 
TU: Termlnated by user 
tj 5 5 
HS: Host rend PL: Polled local MP: Mallboxprlnt 
HR: Host recelve PR: Polled remote CP: Completed TS: Termlnated by ryrtem 63: Group3 
MS: Mallboxrave FA: Fall UP: Report EC: Error Correct WS: Waltlng rend T 6  
DatelTlme 
Local ID 1 
Local ID 2 
01-14-20W 05:18:36 p.m. Tranrmlt Header Text 
93322002 Local Name 1 
Local Name 2 
This document : Confirmed 
(reduced sample and details below) 
Document size : 8.Sax1 1 " 
To: W O U W ) Q R I ~  ~~ 
Forr 2451ow 
-h+ry*42009 
- 
-1 a 
kwwomlADvQ.RQIY ECr 
Total PagerScanned : 2 Total Pager Conflrmed : 2 
NO. Job I Remote Statlon Duratlon /Pager l ~ n e   ode j l o b ~ ~ p e  /Resultr 
001 1472 12082451095 11 / EC / HS I ~ ~ 1 2 0 0 0  
- 
8ijG 
Abbrektatlonr: 
HS: Hostrend PL: Polled local MP: Mallboxprlnt TU: Termlnated by user 
HR: Host recelve PR: Polled remote CP: Completed TS: Termlnated by ryrtem G3: Group3 
MS: Mallbox wve FA: Fall RP: Report EC: Error Correct WS: Waltlng rend 3-3 
Daterrl me 
Local ID 1 
Local ID 2 
r - Transmission Report @ --l 
01-14-M09 OS:17:37 p.m. Transmit Header Text 
93322002 Local Name 1 
Local Name 2 
This document : Confirmed 
(reduced sample and details below) 
Document size : 8.5'x11° 
Total Pages Scanned : 2 Total Pagesconflrmed : 2 
No. /Job ( ~ e m o t e ~ t a t l o n  [S ta r t~ lme I ~ u r a t l o n  /Pages 1 Llne 1 Mode I ~ o b ~ y p e  1 Results 
001 1470 12~82451095 ~OS:14 :~p .m01 -14 -2~9  I00:01:51 (212 1 1 1 EC I HS 
Abbrevlatlons: 
HS: H a t  send PL: Polled local MP: Mallbox prlnt TU: Terminated by user il G 7 
HR: Host receive PR: Polled remote CP: Completed TS: Termlnated by system G3: Group3 .. ~~ 
WS: Waltlng send MS: Mallboxsave FA: Fall RP: Report EC: Error Correcl 
470 
Datemme 
Local ID 1 
Local ID 2 
Transmission Report @y 
01-20-2009 09:03:37a.m. Tranrmlt Header Text 
93322002 Local Name 1 
Local Name2 
This document : Confirmed 
(reduced sample and details below) 
Document size : 8.Smx1 1 ' 
Fax 
To: ~~ Fmnc CWE 
F.x: 245.1095 W. JMy242m9 
Axsr: - 3  
Re: - CC: 
OCLRITK#( LOOIHeZR 
FOltOYILB 
mmmmow8w 
tm&RJHa 
Total Pager Scanned : 3 Total Pager Conflrmed : 3 
NO. / lob  l ~ e m o t e ~ t a t l o n  1 StartTlme 1 Duration ]Pages /Line 1 Mode 1 l o b  ~ y p e  / ~ e ~ u l t s  
001 1552 12~82451095 109:02:00a.m. 01-20-2009 /00:00:46 1313 11 / EC I HS Icp216M) 
(.! 6 &! 
Abbrevlatlons: 
HS: H a t  send PL: Polled local MP: Mallbox prlnt TU: Terminated by user 
HR: Host receive PR: Polled remote CP: Completed TS: Terminated by system G3: Group3 
WS: Waltlng send MS: Mallboxsave FA: Fall RP: Report EC: Error Correct 5 9  
#+J6 
*:&f eb*$ 
*a>, -** %;?d
Eric Moody 
From: Eric Moody 
Sent: Friday. January 30. 2009 11:43 AM 
To: 'rsc@christdom,net' 
Subject: MASTERSON. GALE.doc 
Attachments: MASTERSON. GALE,doc 
Mr. Christensen, attached is a copy of my decision regarding the Masterson ALS hearing. 
Eric G.  Moody 
Hearing Officer 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain legally privileged and confidential 
information exempt or prohibited from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, please notify this sendcr immediately and do not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose 
its contents or take any action in reliance on the information it contains. 
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ST. mRIE% La- =a6" 
ROBERT L KIRTS 
(ZW) 245-2555 
701 COLLWE AVENUE 
ST MARIES. ID 83861 
STATE OF IDAHO 
-YS - PWNTIFF(S) CWRT 
CASE NO 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
PAFwq6) SERVE0 
SUBPOENA 
I. ROBERT L KIRTS. SHEREF OF BENEWAH. STATE THAT THE ABOM MSCWBED WCUMENTS -DJ 
TO ME FOR SERVlCE ON THE 15TH M Y  OF W A R Y  XK)9 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT. ON THE 15TH M Y  OF JAhUARY XK)9. AT 4:lO OCLOCK P.M.. I. MPUrV SHERRY L 
HARPOLE. BEING DULY AUTMMZUED. SERMD T i €  ABOK DESCRIBED DOCUrBNTS m THE A B O M - E W E 0  
U A m  UPON 
PERSONALLY AT: 701 OOLLMUBENEWAn COUFCrY SHERIFFS OrrrCE 
WITHIN TH€ COUNTY OF BENEWAH. STATE OF IDAHO. 
m o  THIS 1 m  M Y  OF JANUARY MOB. 
ROBERT L KIRTS 
S W F F  
WERIFF'S FEES: 40.00 
TOTAL COUECTED TO ME: 0.W 
. . . . - - . . . . # ?  
AUOUHTUHCOUECIED: 40.00 
STATE OF IDAHO 
01/22/2009 12:57 FAX 20824510,_ CllRl STDOX PA @J004/008 &&gf$ & g  L- 
93322002 ea *=c..-? p.m. 01-14-2003 2 12 
SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005 
33 1 1 W. STATE ST. PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83703 BOISE, 03 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MA'ITER OF T H E  
DRIVING PRMLEGES OF SUBPOENA 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: ANTHONY EELLS-BENEWAH COUNTY SHERIFFS 
DEPARTMENT 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer Etic G. Moody of the 
Idaho Transportation Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a 
telephone conference call. 
YOU WILL NEED TO PROVlDE YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER TO THE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAUON AT 008)  332-2005, PRIOR 
TO THE DAY OF THE SCHEDULED HEARING 
The hearing is scheduled on the 26@' day of January 2009, at Ten o'clock 
(10:00am)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UWABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, 
P L W E  lMMEDlATELY COWTACT CALUE AT (208) 332-2005.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your 
subpoena by calling the Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2005 before 
the hearing date listed above. 
Witness my hand this 14" day 
0 1 / 2 2 / 2 0 0 9  12:58 FAX 20824510 e 
ROBERT L KIRTS 
(208) 245.2555 
701 COLLEGE AVENUE 
ST MARIE$ ID 83861 
-1 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PLAINTIFF(S) COURT 
! i I 
-V8 - 
CASE NO 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
WENDAM(S)  PAPER(S) SERMD 
SUBPOEM 
I. ROBERT LKIRTS. SHERfFF OF BENEWAH. STATE TVAT THE ABOM DESCRIBED D O C W N l S  WERE DELPERED 
TO ME FOR SERVlCE ON THE 15TH M Y  OF JANU4RY 2009 
I HEREBY CERTlM THAT. ON M E  15TH M Y  OF JANUARY 2009. AT 11 17 W U O C K  P M .I. D E M  LIMSEY 
CASTLES. BEING WLY A U M O R E D .  SERJED THE ABOM DESCRIED m N l S  IN THE ABOM€NTlTLED 
WTTER WON 
M T E D  THlS 1BM M Y  OF JANUARY 2009 
ROBERT L KlRTS 
SHWFF . 
SHERIFFS RES:  
A U O U N T ~ C T E D :  
BY 
SGT SANDRA L AHXO 
RETURNIffi OFFEER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
-" 
. - 
93322WZ r T . 9 p m  01-14-2009 212 
DOBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDANO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005 
33 1 i W. STATE ST. PO BOX 7 129 
BOISE, ID 83703 BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE TIIT: IDAI-IO TRANSPORTATION B O A W  OF THE STATE OF IDAHO M AND FOR THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMMISTRATNE HEARING 
Ih' THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PIUVILEGES OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
T I ~ E   STAT^". OF IDAHO TO: DEPUTY KAREN PACE-BENeWAH COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the 
Idaho Transportation Depaxtment. 
One copv of the insrunlent o~eratlons loeshceis for Intorllvzer 5000EN 
SN #68-012790 for the veriod of November 24.2008 thru December 25,2008. 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena Is Directed: This subpoena is Lssned upon the 
condition that the requesting party, Artontey Ridwrt CXai8tensen, Pbone #245916!i s h U  advance the reasonable cost of 
~roducing the books, papen, documents, or tangibIe things, to the agency providing the evidence. 
**IF YOU ARE UNA9I.E TO COMPLY WITH MI@ SUBPOENA, -E IMMEDIATELY CONTACT 
CAtUE AT 1201)) 3-5.** 
Subpoenaed material must be reat via U.S. Mail or Fax to: 
ldabo Traorportation Department 
A.L.S. Hearing Uolt 
Att: CalUe 
PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1 129 
F A X  #208 332-2002 
This subpoena has been issued in c o r n p ~ n c e  wltb IDAPA rale 39.02.72300.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Catlie at 332.2005. 
Witness my hand this 14' day of J 
Hearing 0fftAr / 
**I;hIs vbpMna is 8 dngIo prgo docunrmt. Any 8ddfUond documurlr: r r q w f f n #  ovfdonco 
d a d r o d  UII* -** ham bow8 Y , p f ~ ~ d  by f h  fhrarlng ExwnIner and should not be 
~ ~ ~ d u r d b y U I . R d ' e n t o f C h l r s u b p o c m r . * *  1 
01/22/2008 12 :68  PAX 2 0 8 2 4 e  CIIRISTDOM 
,-" 
BENEWAH COUNTY StIERIPF 
ROBERT L KIRTS 701 COLLEGE AVENUE 
(208) 245-2555 ST MARES, m 8386 I Paper U): 200900022 
STATE OF IDAHO 
-vs- 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
-. ~ , .  
I 
-(s) COURT: EXEXH~B~T 1 
w w ( s )  PAPEWS) SERVED: 
SUBPOENA 
L --- 
I. R W T  L WRTS. SHEWFF OF BUIEWAH. STATE THAT THE ABOM DESCRlBED DWWENTS WERE DEUVERU) 
TO ME FOR SERWCE ON THE 15TH M Y  OF JAHWRY 2008 
1 MEREBY CERTFY THAT. ON THE 16TH M Y  OF JAWARY 2008, AT 8 20 O'CLOCK AM.. I. SGT S A N M  L ANXO. 
BEMG DOLY AUTWXQED. SERVED THE ABOM DESCRleED DcXXMWTS IH THE ABOM-ENmLEO MATTER UPON 
PERSONNLY AT. BENEWAH COUHTY SHERIFFS OFFICE. 701 COUEGE A M  ST W E S  ID 
WlTHN~COWOFBEHEWAH,STATEOFWAHO.  
SHERIFFS FEES: 40.00 
T O T M ' X U E C X D T O M E  0.00 
- - - - - - - - - - 
AMWHTUHCWECTED: mm BY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
;3(..JBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTAnON DEPT. TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005 
33 1 1 W. STATE ST. PO BOX 7129 
BOISE. ID 83703 BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORI.: THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE3 STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARRVG 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
D F ~ I V ~ N C  PRSV~LECES OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
THE STATE 01. IDAHO TO: DEPUTY KATHY RILLS-BENEWAH COtJNTY SEIERTFFS 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the 
Idaho Transportation Department. 
You arm cotaunandHl to provIdm the foIlowfn(l lbmr m d  document.: 
One copy of anv audio and video of the bookine and BAC testlnc rooms. repardinc? t l~e  bookfoe and 
evldentiaw lestine of Gale I a e  Masternon on December 24. 2008. Citation #1595S. 
THE SUBPOEMAED MATERIAL MUSY BE RECliiIVU) BY JANUARY 27.2009. 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoeua Is Directed: This subpoena is Issued upon the 
condition (hat the requesting party, Attorney Richard Christensen, Phone #245-1095 shall advance the 
reasonable cost of producing the hooks, papers, documents, or tangible thlngs, to the agency providing the 
evidence. 
*'IF YOU UZE U-LE TY) COMPLY WlTH THIS SUBPOEHA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY 
CONTACT CALLIE AT 1208) ~ W W S . * *  
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail to: 
ldaho Transportation Department 
A.L.S. Hearing Unit 
Att: Callie 
PO Box 71 29 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.300.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Callie at 332-2005 
Witness my hand this 14" day of J 
BY- 
Eric G. Moodv 
01/22/2009 12:57 FAX 2082&&b! b~# CllRI STDOM 
CNRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Wcs, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 24591 55 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
Richard S. Christenm Andrew P. Doman 
SENT VIA FACSIMILE 
(208) 332-2002 
January 22,2009 
Idaho Department of Transportation 
Driver's Services 
attn: Callie 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1 129 
Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
m. In the Matter of tbe Driving Privifeem of Gale L. Masterson 
Licence ID
Date of Birth:
Our File No. 5
Attention Drivers Services: 
Enclosed please find for tiling in the above referenced matter three Personal Returns 
of Senice for the Subpoenas issued on or about January 14,2009. Please confirm your receipt of 
this facsimile at the above number. 
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at any time. 
Respectfully yours, 
, P.C. 
RSC:tw 
Enclosures 
cc: Client 
Mar~n/DUVALS/h~spoR~f ionl tm 2209,"pd 
01/2Z/ZOOS 12:57 FAX 20824510& @a 
iss 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Mdcs, ldaho 83861 
Tclcphone (208) 2 4 5 4 1 5 5  
Facrirnilc (208) 245-1 095 
Richard S. Christensm 
DATE: 
TO: 
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 
January 22,2009 
ldaho Deoartment of Transoortation 
TIME: 
Driver's Services 
PO Box 7129 
Boise. ldaho 83707-1 129 
FAX #: (208) 332-2002 
FROM: Richard S. Christensen 
RE: In the Matter of Suspension of Driver's 
License GALE L. MASTERSON 
This facsimile is 8 pages, including this sheet. If there are any problems, 
please call (208)245-9155. 
Enclosed please fmd three Personal Return of Services (with attached) subpoenas 
to be filed in the above referenced matter. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to contact me. 
CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED INFORMATION 
The information contained in this facsimile message is attorney privileged and 
confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. 
Dissemination or distribution of this communication to other than the intended recipient is 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify US by 
telephone (collect if appropriate) to arrange for return of the original documents to us. Thank you. 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT E 
VIDEO TAPE 
I N  THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
I N  THE MATTER OF THE ) IDAHO D.L. N0.RA353292E 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF ) FILE NO. 384000015955 
1 
) FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
GALE LEE MASTERSON ) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
) ORDER 
This matter came on for Administrative License Suspension (ALS) 
hearing on January 26, 2009, by telephone conference. Richard 
Christensen, Attorney at Law, represented Masterson. 
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served 
pursuant to Idaho Code 918-8002~" is SUSTAINED. 
EXHIBIT LIST+ 
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence 
as part of the record of the proceeding: 
1. Notice of suspension and temporary permit 
2. Evidentiary test results 
3. Sworn statement 
4. Copy of citation number 15955 
5. Copy of petitioner's driver's license 
6. Envelope from law enforcement agency 
7. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents 
8. Petitioner's hearing request 
FINDINGS 01: F A n  AN13 CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDEli  - I 
9. Petitioner's driving record 
10.0rder 
11.Subpoena-civil 
12.Subpoena-duces tecum 
13.Subpoena-duces tecum 
A. Instrument operations logs 
B. Return of service 
C. Return of service 
D. Return of service 
E. Video tape 
1. Records regularly maintained by ITD* 
2. IDAPA§ ~ u l e s  and manuals 
3. ISP** standards and procedurestt for breath testing instruments 
4. Idaho Statutes, city, and county ordinances and procedures 
5. Reported Court Decisions 
6. NHTSA** driving while impaired and S F S T S ~ ~  testing manual 
Officer Anthony Eells testified: 
1. After smelling an alcohol beverage on Masterson's breath, requested 
Masterson to submit to SFSTs. 
2. It was snowing and Masterson had difficulties in performing the SFSTS. 
3. At the jail, checked Masterson's mouth, informed Masterson not t o  
burp, belch, and then started the ALS recording. 
4. Exhibit 2 indicates the observation period started at 19:22. 
5. Exhibit 2 shows Masterson's first subject test was at 19:35. 
052 
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6. I n  August 2008, certified on the Intoxilyzer 5000. 
7. The certification was not for the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. 
8. The Intoxilyzer 5000's simulator temperature was within range. 
9. Normally turns on the Intoxilyzer 5000's simulator. 
10.The simulator is activated when the Intoxilyzer 5000 is turned on. 
11.After every breath test, completes an instrument operations log. 
12.Unknown why Exhibit A lacks a simulator check or Masterson's breath 
test results. 
13.A copy of Exhibit 1 was given to Masterson before playing the audio 
recording of the notice of suspension audiotape. 
14.Unaware that Exhibit 1 and the audio recording failed to state anything 
about a person losing their commercial driver's license (CDL) privileges 
for one year. 
Mr. Christensen's comments and arguments: 
1. Officer Eels noted that he did not recall certifying on the Intoxilyzer 
5000 EN. 
2. Officer Eels had Masterson submit to a breath test with the Intoxilyzer 
5000 EN. 
3. About fifteen minutes into the tape notes the simulator was not turned 
on in a timely fashion pursuant to the operators training manual. 
4. The operator's manual requires a fifteen minutes for the simulator. 
5. Officer Eels did not check the simulator to ensure the temperature was 
within requirements. 
6. Instrument operations log lacks a check mark next to the simulator 
temperature. 
7. During the fifteen-minute observation period, the tape shows Officer 
Eels is doing other things and not actively observing Masterson. 
8. Masterson was not advised of the potential loss of his CDL driving 
privileges for one year. 
~ 5 9  
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ISSUES RAISED AT HEARING IN ADDITION To ISSUES SET FORTH IN 
IDAHO CODE 918-8002A ttt 
1. Was Officer Eells certified to  operate the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN? 
2. Was Masterson monitored in accordance to ISP Forensic Services SOP? 
3. Was Masterson required to be informed of his loss of CDL driving 
privileges for one year? 
4. Was Exhibit A submitted in compliance with ISP Forensic Services 
SOP? 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
I, having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by 
the driver; having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having 
considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the 
law, make the following Findings of Fact: 
1. 
DID OFFICER ANTHONY J. EELS HAVE LEGAL CAUSE To STOP THE 
VEHICLE MASTERSON WAS DRIVING? 
1. Officer Eels observed the vehicle driven by Masterson fail to maintain 
the vehicles lane of travel by crossing over the center of the highway 
and onto the path of an oncoming vehicle. 
2. Officer Eels had legal cause to stop the vehicle driven by Masterson. 
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2 .  
DID OFFICER EELS HAVE LEGAL CAUSE TO BELIEVE MASTERSON 
VIOLATED IDAHO CODE 518-8004? 
1. Officer Eels observed Masterson driving a motor vehicle. 
2. Masterson exhibited the following behaviors: 
a. Smelled of an alcoholic beverage 
b. Admitted t o  consuming alcoholic beverages 
c. Slurred speech 
d. Impaired memory 
e. Glassy eyes 
f. Bloodshot eyes 
3. Masterson met or exceeded the minimum decision points on the 
following SFSTs: 
a. The horizontal gaze nystagmus 
b. The 9-step walk and turn 
c. The one leg stand 
4. Officer Eels had sufficient legal cause to  arrest Masterson and request 
an evidentiary test. 
3. 
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE A VIOL TION OF 
IDAHO CODE §§IS-8004,18-8004C, OR 18-8006? 
1. The analyses of Masterson's breath samples indicated a BrAC*** of 
.197/.184. 
2. Exhibit 2 shows Masterson's two subject tests differed by 0.013 and 
were within ISP Forensic Services SOP Sections 3.2 and 3.2.3 
requirements. 
3. Exhibit 2's BrAC results strongly refute the possibility that Officer Eells 
improperly observed Masterson fifteen minutes prior t o  Masterson's 
evidentiary breath test. 
4. Masterson was in  violation of Idaho Code 518-8004. gJ55 
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4. 
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL 
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE AND ISP FORENSIC 
SERVICES SOP? 
1. Officer Eels' affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in 
compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services SOP. 
2. Masterson's evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho 
Code and ISP Forensic Services SOP. 
5. 
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT FUNCTION PROPERLY 
WHEN THE TEST WAS ADMINISTERED? 
1. The evidentiary testing instrument used to test Masterson's breath 
sample completed a valid simulator solution check at 19:33 hours on 
December 24, 2008. 
2. The valid simulator solution check approved the instrument for 
evidentiary testing in accordance with ISP Forensic Services SOP. 
3. Exhibit A is not conclusive in showing that Officer Eells turned on the 
simulator solution after the start of the observation period. 
4. I n  accordance to the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN manual, section 1 page 41, 
during the breath test, the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN will check the simulator 
temperature. 
5. I f  the simulator temperature is in range, the duplicate original printout 
will show "SIMULATOR TEMPERATURE IN RANGE". 
6. I f  the simulator temperature is out of range, the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN is 
programmed to abort the testing sequence. 
7. Exhibit 2 demonstrates that the simulator's temperature was within 
range and that Masterson's evidentiary breath test was not aborted. 
8. The Intoxilyzer 5000 EN breath-testing instrument functioned properly 
when Masterson's evidentiary breath test was administered. 
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6. 
WAS MASTERSON ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HIS 
IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGE? 
1. Exhibit E shows Masterson was played the Idaho Code FjFj18-8002 and 
18-8002A advisory audiotape prior to submitting to the evidentiary 
test. 
2. Masterson was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing 
evidentiary testing pursuant to Idaho Code FjFj18-8002 and 18-8002A. 
7. 
WAS OFFICER EELLS CERTIFIED TO OPERATE THE INTOXILYZER 
5000 EN? 
1. Officer Eells' testimony provides that he was certified to use the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 and not the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN that was used to test 
Masterson's breath sample. 
2. It is noted that CMI Inc., the manufacturer of the Intoxilyzer 5000 and 
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN, does not differentiate between these two breath- 
testing instruments. 
3. Further, CMI Inc. provides that the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN is an upgraded 
Intoxilyzer 5000. 
a. Since the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN is not considered a new breath- 
testing instrument and is only an updated version for an already 
approved breath testing instrument, ISP Forensic Services do 
not require a police officer to have additional training and 
certification for the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN if  the police officer is 
currently certified for the Intoxilyzer 5000. 
4. Based upon ISP Forensic Services procedures, Officer Eells was 
certified to use the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN that tested Masterson's breath 
sample. 
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8. 
WAS MASTERSON MONITORED IN ACCORDANCE TO ISP FORENSIC 
SERVICES SOP? 
1. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 requires a fifteen-minute 
monitoring period before an evidentiary breath test. 
2. Exhibit E provides Officer Eells used his watch and not the Intoxilyzer 
5000 EN'S clock to commence the fifteen-minute monitoring period. 
3. Upon review of Exhibit El Officer Eells exceeded the fifteen-minute 
monitoring period while properly observing Masterson in compliance 
with ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1. 
9. 
WAS MASTERSON IMPROPERLY INFO MED OF HIS CDL 
DISQUALIFICATION? 
1. Masterson being unable to use is CDL for one year based upon his ALS 
suspension is a CDL disaualification and not an ALS suspension 
pursuant to Idaho Code 549-335(1)(a). 
2. Before Masterson submitted to evidentiary testing, Masterson was 
not required to be informed of the CDL disqualification pursuant to 
Idaho Code 518-8002(3) and Idaho Code $18-8002A(2). 
3. Masterson was substantially advised of the consequences of 
submitting, refusing, and failing to complete an evidentiary breath test 
and was not required to be informed of any CDL disqualification. 
10. 
WAS EXHIBIT A SUBMI~ED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ISP FORENSIC 
SERVICES SOP? 
1. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.2.3.2.1 notes the instrument 
operations log becomes the legal record of the test results if there is 
not an Intoxilyzer 5000 EN printout. 
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2. Exhibit 2 demonstrates a duplicate original printout of Masterson's 
evidentiary breath test results. 
3. Although Exhibit A failed to contain Masterson's breath test results and 
whether the simulator temperature was within range, Exhibit 2 as 
submit contains the argued information and is accepted prima facie. 
4. Exhibit 2 as submitted satisfies any deficiency noted in Exhibit A. 
CONCLUSION OF LAW 
CONFLICTING FACTS, I F  ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND 
REJECTED I N  FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS. 
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT, I 
CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES 
SET FORTH I N  IDAHO CODE 5518-8002 AND 18-8002A 
WERE COMPLIED WITH I N  THIS CASE. 
THE FOLLOWING ORDER I S  RENDERED: 
The suspension set out in the  Notice of Suspension served 
pursuant to I daho  Code 918-8002A is  SUSTAINED and 
shall run for a period of 90 DAYS commencing on January 
23, 2009, and remain in effect through Apri l  23, 2009. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER - 9 
DATED this 3oth day of January 2009 
Eric G. Moody 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING EXAMINER 
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Endnotes 
Idaho's Implied Consent Statute 
t Idaho Transportation Department's (ITD hereafter) exhibits are numeric, 
Petitioner's exhibits are alpha 
* Idaho Transportation Department 
Idaho's Administrative Procedure Act 
** Idaho State Police 
" Hereafter SOP 
* *  National Highway Transportation Safety Administration 
55 Standardized field sobriety tests 
*** Argument and testimony is summarized from record of hearing 
t t t  Issues addressed under Idaho Code $18-8002A(7) will not be repeated 
under Petitioner's issues 
Stt Breath Alcohol Concentration 
FINAL ORDER 
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, I.C.) 
This is a final order of the Department. 
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation 
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 
7129, Boise, ID  83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the issue date 
of this order. I f  the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within 
twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied. 
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party 
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may 
appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case to 
district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court of 
the county in which: 
1. A hearing was held; 
2. The final agency actions were taken; or 
3. The party seeking review of the order resides. 
An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date of 
this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay 
the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal. 
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Richard S. Christensen 
ClllUSTENSliN & DOMAN, I'.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St Manes, ldaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9 155 
Facsirnlle (208) 245-1 095 
ldaho State Bar 112954 
IN 1 I-LE DlSTKICT COURT OF T I E  FIRST JUDlClAL DlSTKICT OF TI-IlJ 
STATE OF IDAI-LO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAW 
In the Matter of the 1 
llriver's License of: 1 
1 Case No. CV-09 - 6 9 
GALE 1,EE MASTERSON ) 
1 File No. 38400001 5955 
Driver's Licens 1 
1 ORDER FOR STAY PENDlNG 
1 JUDlClAI, 1Wv'lEW 
Petitioner. 1 
The motion of the Petitioner for stay pending judicial review having come on and 
duly and regularly before the Court and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW THEREFORE 1T 1s HEREBY ORDERED that the execution andlor 
enforcement of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order previously entered in this 
matter on January 30,2009 and the order of the ldaho Transportation Department suspending the 
Petitioner's driver's licenses and privileges andlor its disqualification of his con~n~ercial driver's 
license the same is hereby stayed during pendency of judicial review of said order. Petitioner's 
driving privileges are therefore REINSTATED during the pendency of judicial review. 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDlClAL Rl<Vlr:W 
SO ORllllRED this 13 day of Februar)', 2009 
IS/ Fred M. Giblet 
1iONORABLE l:RE6M. GIBLER 
llistrict Judge 
CEIZTIFICATE OF SEIIVICB 
I IllJREBY CERTIFY that on the d h d a y  of February, 2009,l  caused a true copy 
ofthe foregoing ORDER FOR STAY PENDlNG J U ~ C I A I ,  IlEVlI-:W to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following 
Richard S. Christensen 
Christensen & Ilornan, P.C. 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries. Idaho 83861 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid (+ Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnigllt Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
ldaho Department of Transportation (+'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
lhiver's Services ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7 129 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Boise, ldaho 83707- 1 129 ( ) Facsimile 
C3R 
Deputy Clerk 
Martcrros\s~te\jjudi~idie~ie~\ordei~tay021209.wpd 
ORDER FOll STAY l'l<NDING 
J(JDlClA1. RliVIl<W 
l l2/23/P008 1 1 : 5 8  FAX 20824510! CMR I S'17)OM 
#$;> c%.* :&)* 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHRISTEXSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9155 
Facsimile (208) 245-1 095 
FILED Zi:': :&}\ COCIN? Y 
. . 
... 
. . , c ; 
. .  . 
.;, ,' 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
IN Tl% DISTRICT COURT OF nE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 1 
 river's License ofi i 
CaseNo. ~ ~ - 0 9 -  & 9
GALE LEE MASTERSON 
File No. 384000015955 
Driver's License
1 ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petitioner. 1 
The motion of the Petitioner for stay pending judicial review having wme on and 
duly and regularly before the Court and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution &or 
enfhement of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order previously entered in this 
matter on J a n u q  30,2009 and tbe order of the Idaho Transportation Department suspending the 
Petitioner's driver's licenses and privileges andfor its disquafif~cation of his commercial driver's 
license the same is hemby stayed during pendency of judicial review of said order. Petitioner's 
driving privileges are therefore REINSTATED during the pendency of judicial review. 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
SO ORDERED this & day of February, 2009. 
HONORABLE FRED M. GlBLER 
District Judge 
CERTiFiCATE OF SERVICE; 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the d k d a y  of Feb-, 2009,I caused a true copy 
of the foregoing ORDER FOR STAY PENDING JUDICIAL REVIEW to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Richard S. Christensen 
Christensen & Doman, P.C. 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Idaho 83861 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid (+ Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Idaho Department of Transportation (+ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Driver's Services ( ) Nand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7129 ( ) Wemight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1 129 ( ) Facsimile 
C ~ R  
Deputy Clerk 
M m g R , N t c r j u d i c i d 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2 0 9  wpd 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Uvics, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9155 
Facsimile (208) 245- 1095 
Richard S. Chitstawn Andrew P. Dam 
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 
DATE: February 23,2009 TIME: 10:55 a.m. 
TO: Idaho Department of Transportation 
Attn: Callie. Drivers Services 
PO Box 71 29 
Boise, ldaho 83707-1 129 
FAX X: (208) 332-2002 
FROM: kchard S. Christensen 
-- 
RE: In the Matter of the Driver's License GALE L. 
MASTERSON Benewah Case No. CV09-69 
Your Me No. 384000015955 
This facsimile is 3 pages, including this sheet. If there are any problems, 
please call (208)245-9155. 
CONFIDENTIAL AND PRMLEOED INFORMATION 
The information contained in this facsimile message is attorney privileged and 
confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. 
Dissemination or distribution of this communication to other than the intended recipient is 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone (collect if appropriate) to arrange for return of the origlnal documents to us. Thank you. 
02112,,2009 13:lO FAX 208245gp 
* -a 
-* 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHNSTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Idaho 8386 1 
Telephone (208) 245-9 155 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License of: 
GALE LEE Mt\STERSON 
1 Case No. CV-09- 
1 File No. 384000015955 
Driver's Licens 1 
1 MOTION FOR STAY PENDING 
1 JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petitioner. ) 
Comes now the Petitioner in the above entitled matter, GALE LEE MASTERSON, 
by and through his attorney of record, Richard S. Christensen, and pursuant to Idaho Code $$67- 
5274 hereby respectfully moves this Court for and entry of an order staying the execution andlor 
enforcement of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order previously entered in this 
matter on or about January 30, 2009, which sustains the suspension of this Petitioner's driver's 
licenses or privileges allegedly for failure of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration pursuant 
to ldaho Code 9 18-8002A. Relief is requested upon grounds, which include but are not limited to 
the following: 
MOTION FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
02/12/ .200@ 13:10 FAX CifRI STDOK @ J 0 1 2 / 0 2 0  
1. Appellant has filed atimely Petition for Judicial Review from the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Order; 
2. Appellant has acornmercial driver's license and drives various commercial motor 
vehicles for his living; 
3. A stay of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order which sustains 
the suspension of the Petitioner's driver's licenses or privileges is necessary to preserve Petitioner's 
driving privileges (thus his means of making a living) during the pendency of judicial review. 
Without such relief, Petitioner will be necessarily denied as a practical matter, the relief for which 
he is seeking by way of his Petition for Judicial Review; 
4. The Petitioner has several viable defenses to the license suspension as were 
presented to the Hearing Officer in this matter. Those defenses include, but are not limited to the 
following: 
a The officer who conducted the breath alcohol test testified he was 
not aware of a certification for the lntoxilyzcr 5000 EN. 
b. The officer did not properly check the particutars of the 
instrument's operation logs regarding the simuIator being in range 
and also provided no subject tests results on the Instrument 
Operations Log. 
c. The Petitioner was not adequately informed ofthe consequences 
of his action in that he could lose his commercial driver's license for 
up to one (1) year if he failed the test. Such failure to inform is a 
deprivation of Appellant's property interest without due process of 
law pursuant to Article I, Swtion 13 of the Constitution of the State 
of Idaho and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United 
States Constitution. 
MOTION FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDICIAI. REVlllW 2 
5. Petitioner has also received a "Notice of Disqualification" of driver's license (a 
copy which is attached as Exhibit A). Petitioner, through counsel, previously requested a hearing 
on such tnatter on January 14,2009, pursuant to Idaho Code 5 49-326(4). A copy of said request is 
attached hereto as Exhibit B. The Department of Transportation wronghlly denied such request by 
way of a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit C). 
6. The stay is necessary in the interest ofjustice. 
7. Due to the urgency of this matter, Petitioner requests an Order to Stay be granted 
without the necessity of a hearing. 
8. Ifnecessary, the Petitioner asks for an expedited hearing to protect his due process 
rights regarding his ability to drive with the suspension that was in effect as of J anue3 ,2009 .  
DATED this[& day of February, 2009. 
Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the - day of February, 2009,I caused a true copy 
ofthe foregoing MOTIONFOR STAY PENDING JUDICIALREVIEW to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Idaho Department of Transportation ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Driver's Services ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1 129 
MOTION FOR STAY PENDING 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
02/121'2009 13: LO FAX CHRISTDOB 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-91 55 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
,/ 
Idaho State Bar If2954 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License oE 
GALE LEE MSTERSON 
) Case No. CV-09 
File No. 384000015955 
Driver's Licens
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petitioner. 
Comes now GALE LEE MASTERSON, the Petitioner in the above entitled matter, 
by and through his attorney of record, Richard S. Christensen, and pursuant to Idaho Code !j!j 18- 
8002A (8) and 67-5270 w. hereby respectfully petitions this Court for judicial review of the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idaho Department of 
Transportation on January 30,2009 inFileNo. 384000015955. A copy ofsaid findorder is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A. Said proceeding and final order were entered following a hearingheld pursuant 
to Idaho Code !j 18-8002A, 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAI. REVIEW 1 
02/12/200@ 13: 10 FAX 208245@. CtiRI STDOH 
**<* & 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this E d a y  
omey for Petitioner s" 
I kEREBY CERTIFY that on the! day of February, 2009, I caused a true copy 
ofthe foregoing PETITIONFOR JUDICIAL REVIEW to be served by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to each of the following: 
Idaho Department of Transportation ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Driver's Services ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1 129 
I'ETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 2 
Ricllard S. Christensen 
CIIRISTENSEN & LIOMAN, P.C 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Ida110 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9 155 
Facsimile (208) 245- 1095 
Ida110 State Bar 112954 
IN TIlE I > I S ~ R I C ' ~  COlJRT 01: 'I'HE FIRST JUDICIAI, DISTRICT OF TIIfJ 
STATE 01: IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNl Y OF RENEWAI1 
In the Matter of the 1 
Driver's License of: 1 
1 Case No. CV-09-69 
GALE LEE MASTEIRSON 1 
1 File No. 3840000 15955 
Driver's License 1 
1 AMENDED 
1 PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Petitioner. 1 
Comes now GALE LEE MASTERSON, the Petitioner in the above entitled matter, 
and amends his Petition and pursuant to Rule 84(d) Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth the 
following: 
I .  Petitioner seeks judicial review ofthe Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
and Order entered by the Idaho Department of Transportation on January 30, 2009 in File No. 
384000015955. A copy of said final order is attached hereto as Exhibit A 
2. Said proceeding and final order were entered following a Ilearing held pursuant 
to Idaho Code $ 18-8002A 
Ah4ENDI:L) PI1 rI'I'ION f OR 
JUDICIAL RIiVlE\Y 1 
3. A hearing was held by tile Department of 'fransportation wt~ ic l~  resulted in the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order (Exhibit A) on the 26Ih of January, 2009. The 
hearing was recorded by the Idaho Department of Transportation-Driver Services. 
4. Tlle issues in this case are as follows: 
(a) Whether the officer who conducted the breath alcohol test of the 
Petitioner 'inis properly certified on an Intosilyzer 5000F:N. 
(b) Whetller the officer properly checked tile particulars of tile 
Instrument Operations Logs regarding the simulator being in range 
and also whetl~er those test results were properly logged ou the 
instrument Operations Log. 
(c) Whether the State violated the Petitioner's property interests by 
failing to provide due process under Article 1 Section 13 of the 
Constitution of the State of Idaho and under the Fifth and 1:ourteenth 
Amendments of the United States Constitution. 
(d) Whether Petitioner received a hearing in a timely manner as 
required under Idaho Code 5 18-8002A 
5. A transcript of the hearing was requested by the Petitioner from the Agency on 
March 13,2009. No fee has been paid at this time as there has been no estimate of fee provided to 
Petitioner. 
,x 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this /5 day of March, 2009. 
Atto ey for Petitioner 2
AMENDED PETITION FOR 
JIJDICIAL REVIEW 
CISRTIFICATE O F  SERVICE 
$? I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the & day of March, 2009, I caused a true copy of 
the foregoing AMENDED Pk? ITION FOR JUDICIAI. REVIEW to be senred by the method 
ind~cated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Idaho Department of lransportation ( ~ u . s .  Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Driver's Services ( ) I-iand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7 129 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83707- 1 129 ( ) Facsimile 
Edwin I.. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, Ida110 83501 
AMENDED Plil ITION FOR 
JlJDlClAl REVIBW 
(4.~. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsin~ile 
Richard S. Christensen 
C1IRlS'TENSI:N & LIOMAN, P.C 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Ill  83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9155 
Facsimile (208) 245- 1095 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
1N TI-lE DlSTRlCl' COUR'F OF THE:, FlRS1' JUDlCIAl, IlISTRICT 01' T I E  
STATE 01 lDAHOI 1N AND FOll TI-IE COlJNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Stispension of the Driver's License REQUEST FOR TlUNSCRlPT 
of GALE I,. MASTERSON, 
Case No. CV-OC-69 
Petitioner. 
FILE NUMBER: 384A01528656 
Driver's 1,icens
) 
TO: 1DAIiO DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION, Driver's Services, PO Box 7 129, Boise, 
Idaho 83707-1 129, Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner in the above entitled matter, and request an estimate 
of transcript from the Idaho Transportation Department of the telephonic hearing held in this matter 
on January 26,2009 before Eric G. Moody, Administrative Hearing Examiner 
of March, 2009. 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMANAC. 
-ney for Petitioner, Gale Lee Masterson 
REQUEST FOR TRANSCRIPT' I 
CERTIFICATE O F  SERVICE 
f -  1 IiEREBY CI?1<1.I1:Y that on t h c / z d a y  of h?arch, 2009,I caused a true copy of 
the foregoing REQUEST YO11 TRANSCRlPT to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
Edwin L. Littencker 
Attorney at 1,aw 
P.0. r3ox 321 
tewiston. ldaho 83501 
Sltaron Kirby 
Administrative Assistant 
Driver Services 
33 11 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise. Idaho 83701 -1 129 
REQUEST FOR TRANSCRIPT 
( 4 u . S .  Mail, Postage l'repaid 
( ) Wa11d Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) l'acsirnilc 
Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) 11;tnd Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
<:HICISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 MAIN AVENUE 
ST. MARLES, IDAHO 83861 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
SHARON KIRBY DRIVER'S SERVICES 
, P.O. BOX 7129 
C BOISE, IDAHO 83707-1129 
4; 
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3t. 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Maries, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9 155 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 1 
Driver's License of: 1 Case No. CV-09-69 
) 
GALE LEE MASTERSON 1 Idaho Department of Transportation 
1 File No. 38400001 5955 
Driver's Licens 1 
1 ORDER 
1 
Petitioner. 1 
This matter having come before the Court on December 18,2009 for Oral Argument; 
the Court being fully advised announced its decision from the bench, upholding the decision of the 
Department's Hearing Officer, Eric G. Moody and affirming Gale Lee Masterson's suspension. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Order of Suspension of Mr. Masterson's driving 
privileges entered by the Idaho Transportation Department is hereby affirmed. 
HOWEVER, any order of the suspension or disqualification of Mr. Masterson's 
driving privileges is HEREBY stayed for a period of forty-two days from the entry of this order. In 
the event Mr. Masterson files a notice of appeal from the Court's decision as rendered from the 
bench on December 18, 2009, said suspension or disqualification of Mr. Masterson's driving 
ORDER 1 
privileges shall be stayed during the pendency of thc appeal. 
SO ORDERED &is a day of December, 2009. 
Dislrict Judge 
CERmXCATE Oh' SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h d h d a Y  of ~occmber, 2009, I faused atrue copy 
ofthe foregoing ORDER to be served by tbe method indicated below, and addressed to each ofthe 
following: 
R i c k d  3. CMsteasen 
Ckui,sltnsen & ROW, P.C. 
907 Main Avmue 
St  Marias, ldaho 83861 
J3wh L. Litteneker 
AUomcy at Law 
F.0. Box 321 
Lewtston, Idaho 83501 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
fd Hand Delivered 
( ) Ovemigbr MaiI 
( ) Facsimile 
(6 U.S. Mail. Pos?age Ptepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
D~pury Clerk 
M~n~~~udlci~Irev~alZZ2W.wpd 
ORDER 
Richard S. Christensen 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
907 Main Avenue 
St. Marics, Idaho 83861 
Telephone (208) 245-9 155 
Facsimile (208) 245-1095 
rsc@,christdom.net 
Idaho State Bar #2954 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAI'10,lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License of: 
GALE LEE MASTERSON, 
Driver's License
Appellant, 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-=i+ 0 9 - 6 9 
File No. 3840000 15955 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, P.O. Box. 83720, 
Boise, ldaho 83720-0010, and Edwin L. Litteneker, P.O. Box 321, Lewiston, Idaho 83501 AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, Gale L. Masterson, appeals against the above named 
Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the order, affirming the suspension or disqualification 
of Mr. Masterson's driving privileges entered by the Idaho Transportation Department on January 
30,2009, entered in the above entitled action on the 29Ih day of December, 2009 Honorable Fred M. 
Gibler presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(f). 
3. Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal: 
a) Did the District Court err in affirming the decision of the Idaho Transportation 
Department in finding: 
i) The officer who conducted the breath alcohol test of the Appellant 
was properly certified on an Intoxilyzer 5000EN; 
ii) That the breath alcohol test conducted on the Appellant was in full 
compliance with the requirements set forth in Idaho Code 5 18- 
8002A: 
iii) That the Petitioner was properly notified of the consequences of 
failing the breath alcohol test pursuant to Idaho Code 5 18-002A. 
b) Did the District Court err in finding that the State did violate the Appellant's 
property interest by failing to provide due process under Article I, Section 3 of the Constitution of 
the State of Idaho and under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
pa- 
@$*: 
-ctsi 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript in hard copy and electronic format: The hearing held December18,2009 (oral 
argument on Petitioner's Request for Judicial Review). 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rulel8, I.A.R.: The standard record as set 
forth in Rule 28(b)(3). 
7. The Appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or 
admitted as exhibits to be copies and sent to the Supreme Court. None at this time. 
8. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a 
transcript has been requested as named at the address set out below: 
Dyrl Cinnamon 
P.O. Box 2821 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
(b) (1) That the Clerkof the District Court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) (1)  That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's or agency's record fee has 
been paid. 
(d) (1) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be sewed pursuant to Rule 
20 and the Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Codes. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
DATED this 4 day of February, 2010. 
CHRISTENSEN & DOMAN,R.C. 
h o m e y  for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of February, 2010, I caused a true copy 
of the foregoing NOTlCE 01: APPEAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to each of the following: 
=win L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 8350 1 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Byrl Cinnamon 
P.O. Box 2821 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
( 4 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( 6 , s .  Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( h . S .  Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile A 
Mas onWudicialreview\pleadingshotcappeal.wpd 2 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: C l e r k  o f  t h e  C o u r t  
Idaho Supreme C o u r t  
P.O. Box 83720 
B o i s e ,  I D  83720-0101 
DOCKET NO. 37385-2010 
( ( Gale Lee Mas te rson  
( ( v s .  
( ( Idaho T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  Department 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
N o t i c e  i s  he reby  g i v e n  t h a t  on F e b r u a r y  1 2 ,  2010, I 
lodged  a  t r a n s c r i p t  o f  30 pages i n  l e n g t h  f o r  t h e  above- 
r e f e r e n c e d  appeal w i t h  t h e  D i s t r i c t  Cou r t  C l e r k  o f  t h e  County o f  
Benewah i n  t h e  F i r s t  J u d i c i a l  D i s t r i c t .  I have l odged  a l l  
ass igned  a p p e l l a t e  t r a n s c r i p t ( s )  r eques ted  i n  t h e  N o t i c e  o f  
Appea l .  
12118109, Hea r i ng  
F e b r u a r y  1 2 ,  2009 
Date: 2/23/2010 
Time: 03:48 PM 
Page 1 of 3 
District Court - Benewah County && 
wss 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0000069 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
In The Matter Of Gale L Masterson 
In The Matter Of Gale L Masterson 
Date Code User 
User: CAROL 
Judge 
211 212009 NCOT CAROL 
CAROL 
APER CAROL 
PETN CAROL 
MOTN CAROL 
ORDR CAROL 
CAROL 
APER CAROL 
R EQT CAROL 
NOTC CAROL 
PETN CAROL 
REQT CAROL 
HRSC CAROL 
CAROL 
PETN CAROL 
NOTC CAROL 
CONT CAROL 
CAROL 
CMlN CAROL 
DCHH CAROL 
412012009 ESTM CAROL 
5/19/2009 NOTC CAROL 
TRAN CAROL 
New Case Filed -Al l  Other Fred M. Gibler 
Filing: R2 Appeal or petiton forjudical review, or Fred M. Gibler 
cross-appeal or cross-petition, from Commission 
Boardl or body to the District Court Paid by: 
Christensen & Doman, P.C. Receipt number: 
0003874 Dated: 2/12/2009 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) For: Masterson, Gale L (subject) 
Subject: Masterson, Gale L Appearance Richard Fred M. Gibler 
S Christensen 
Petition For Judicial Review Fred M. Gibler 
Motion For Stay Pending Judicial Review Fred M. Gibler 
Order For Stay Pending Judicial Review Fred M. Gibler 
Filing: 17 -Al l  Other Cases Paid by: Edwin L. Fred M. Gibler 
Litteneker Receipt number: 0004141 Dated: 
3/16/2009 Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: ldaho 
Department Of Transportation (other party) 
Other party: ldaho Department Of Transportation Fred M. Gibler 
Appearance Edwin L Litteneker 
Request For Scheduling Conference Fred M. Gibler 
Notice Of Intent Of Lodging Agency Record Fred M. Gibler 
Amended Petition For Judicial Review Fred M. Gibler 
Request For Transcript Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
04/17/2009 01:45 PM) Scheduling Conference 
Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Petition For Scheduling Conference Fred M. Gibler 
Notice of Lodging Agency Record Fred M. Gibler 
Continued (Hearing Scheduled 04/17/2009 Fred M. Gibler 
10:30 AM) Scheduling Conference 
(Ed Litteneker - tel) 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Hearing Scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing date: 4/17/2009 Time: 10:30 am Court 
reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Fred M. Gibler 
04/17/2009 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages Scheduling 
Conference 
(Ed Litteneker - tel) 
Notice Of Estimate Of Transcript Costs Fred M. Gibler 
Notice of Filing Transcript Fred M. Gibler 
Transcript Filed Fred M. Gibler 
Date: 2/23/2010 F i r s t p i c i a l  District Court - Benewah County &% 
-as,* 
%- \/a Time: 03:48 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 3 Case: CV-2009-0000069 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
In The Matter Of Gale L Masterson 
In The Matter Of Gale L Masterson 
Date Code User 
MlSC CAROL 
MlSC CAROL 
MlSC CAROL 
MOTN CAROL 
ORDR CAROL 
MOTN CAROL 
ORDR CAROL 
BREF CAROL 
BREF CAROL 
MOTN CAROL 
ORDR CAROL 
BREF CAROL 
HRSC CAROL 
CAROL 
MOTN CAROL 
ORDR CAROL 
CONT CAROL 
CAROL 
ORDR CAROL 
CDlS CAROL 
DCHH CAROL 
STAT CAROL 
CAROL 
BNDC CAROL 
User: CAROL 
Judge 
Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Fred M. Gibler 
Testing 
ZER 5000 lntoxily Training Operator's Manual Fred M. Gibler 
lntoxilyzer 5000EN Breath Testing Specialist Fred M. Gibler 
Manual Supplement 
Motion To Augment Fred M. Gibler 
Order To Augment Record Fred M. Gibler 
Motion For Enlaragement Of Time To File Fred M. Gibler 
Petitioner's Brief 
Order For Enlargement Of Time To File Fred M. Gibler 
Petitioner's Brief 
Petitioner's Brief On Appeal Fred M. Gibler 
Brief Of The ldaho Transportation Department Fred M. Gibler 
Motion for Enlargement of Time to File Fred M. Gibler 
Petitioner's Reply Brief 
Order for Enlargement of Time to File Petitioner's Fred M. Gibler 
Reply Brief 
Petitioner's Reply Brief on Appeal Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/20/2009 10:50 Fred M. Gibler 
AM) Scheduling Conference (RE: Oral 
Argument) 
Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Motion to Continue Oral Argument Fred M. Gibler 
Order to Continue Fred M. Gibler 
Continued (Oral Argument 1211 812009 02:OO Fred M. Gibler 
PM) 
Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Order Fred M. Gibler 
Civil Disposition entered for: ldaho Department Of Fred M. Gibler 
Transportation, Other Party; Masterson, Gale L, 
Subject. Filing date: 12/29/2009 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Fred M. Gibler 
12/18/2009 02:OO PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages Oral Argument 
STATUS CHANGED: closed Fred M. Gibler 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Fred M. Gibler 
Supreme Court Paid by: Christensen, Richard S 
(attorney for Masterson, Gale L) Receipt number: 
0006845 Dated: 2/4/2010 Amount: $101.00 
(Check) For: Masterson, Gale L (subject) 
Bond Posted -Cash (Receipt 6846 Dated 
2/4/2010 for 182.25) 
Fred M. Gibler 
Date: 2/23/2010 
Time: 03:48 PM 
F i ~ t @ i c i a l  District Court - Benewah county @m 
b* ROA Report 
*i*>*. 
Case: CV-2009-0000069 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
In The Matter Of Gale L Masterson 
User: CAROL 
In The Matter Of Gale L Masterson 
Date Code User Judge 
2/4/2010 STAT CAROL STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Fred M. Gibler 
action 
BNDC CAROL Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 6847 Dated Fred M. Gibler 
2/4/2010 for 135.00) 
APSC CAROL Appealed To The Supreme Court Fred M. Gibler 
STAT CAROL STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
APDC CAROL Appeal Filed In District Court 
STAT CAROL STATUS CHANGED: Reopened 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
NOTC CAROL Notice of Appeal Fred M. Gibler 
2/5/2010 CERT CAROL Clerk's Certificate of Appeal Fred M. Gibler 
211 212010 BNDV CAROL Bond Converted (Transaction number 385 dated Fred M. Gibler 
2/12/2010 amount 135.00) 
BNDV CAROL Bond Converted (Transaction number 386 dated Fred M. Gibler 
211212010 amount 97.50) 
LDGD CAROL Notice of Transcript Lodged Fred M. Gibler 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE FIXST JUDICIAL DlSTRiCT Or TkE 
STATE OF iDAHO, JN AtiD FOR THE COUYTY OF BZNEXHH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License Suspension of: ) 
GALE LEE MASTERSON. 
...................................... 
j 
) 
GAZE LEZ XASTERSON, ) 
) Supreme Court No. 37385 
Petitioner-Appellant, ) 
) CERTIFICATE OF EXMIBITS 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOP.TATION, ) 
) 
Respondent-Respondent on Appeal. ) 
I, CAROL RYAN, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Benewah, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits which were offered or 
admitted into evidence during the hearing/trial in this cause: 
COURT'S EXHIBITS DESCRIPTION 
TRANSCRIPT OF ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE 
HEARING FOR THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSP03TATION, dated January 26, 2C09 
included with AGENCY RECORD - 
lodged t<arch 25, 2009 
I do further certify that all exhibits in the above entltled 
cause will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with 
the Court Reporter's Transcripts and the Clerk's Record as required by 
Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
CERTXFICATE OF EXHIBITS 1 
It.! WlTPlESS WIIEPEOF, 1 have h e r e u n t o  set my hand  and a f f i . x e d  
t h e  seal of  said Cour t  at St. Mar ies ,  I d a h o  t h i s  &'LI_A day  of F e b r u a r y ,  
2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF EX3IBITS 
J. MICHELE REYNOLDS 
Clerk of t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  
IN Ti4E DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTPICT OF TFE 
STATE O X D A H O ,  TN AND FCR THE CO3NTY OF BSNEWAH 
In the Matter of the 
Driver's License Suspension of 
GALE LEE MASTERSON. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
GALE LEE MASTERSON, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
TRFINSPORTATIOEJ, 
Respondent-Respondent on 
Appeal. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 SUPREME COURT NO. 37385 
1 
1 CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I, J. MICHELE REYNOLDS, Clerk of the District Court cf 
the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Benewah, do hereby certify ti-.at the foregoing Record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction 
and is a true, full and correct Record of, the pleadings and 
documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I further certify that all documents, x-rays, charts 
and pictures offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause will 
be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the 
Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record (except for the 
exhibits which are retained in the possession of the undersigned), 
as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appelldte Rules. ;See 
Certificate of Exhibits if there are exhibits and no Reporter's 
Transcript or not listed in the Reporter's Transcript.) 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERX 
:IN WITNESS FJHEPEOF, I have h e r e u n t o  s e t  my hand and 
a f f i x e d  t h e  sea: of  s a i d  Cour t  a t  S t .  Mari,es, Idaho  t h i s  day 
of February ,  2010. 
J .  MICHELE REYNOLDS 
C l e r k  o f  t h e  District Cour t  
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COLJRT O F  TNE F I R S T  , J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  O F  THE 
STATE O F  IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  E3ENEWF.H 
i n  t h e  Matter of t h e  1 
D r i v e r ' s  L i c e n s e  S u s p e n s i o n  of j 
GALE LEE W S T E X S C X .  1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
GALE LEE CJASTERSON, j 
P e t i t i o n e r - A p p e l l a n t ,  I 
v .  1 SUPREKE COURT NO. 3 7 Z 8 5  
IDASO DZPARTMENT O F  1 C E R T I F I C A T E  O F  S E R V I C E  
TRANSPORTATION, 1 
1 
R e s p o n d e n t - R e s p o n d e n t  on 1 
A p p e a l .  1 
I ,  CAROL RYAN, D e p u t y  C l e r k  o f  t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  o f  t h e  F i r s t  
J u d i c i a l  D i s t r i c t  o f  t h e  S t a t e  o f  Idaho ,  i n  a n d  f o r  t h e  C o u n t y  o f  
B e n e w a h ,  do h e r e b y  c e r t i f y  t h a t  I have m a i l e d ,  by U n i t e d  S t a t e s  Y a i i ,  o r  
b y  i n t e r o f f i c e  m a i l ,  one c o p y  o f  t h e  CLERK'S  RECORD arid P,FPCZTER'C 
T R A N S C R I P T S  t o  each  o f  t h e  A t t o r n e y s  o f  R e c o r d  i n  t h i s  case a s  f o l l o w s :  
R i c h a r d  S .  C h r i s t e n s e n  
A t t o r n e y  a t  L a w  
9 0 7  Main A v e n u e  
S t .  Maries, I D  8 3 8 6 1  
E d w i n  L .  L i t t e n e k e r  
S p e c i a l  D e p u t y  A t t o r n e y  G e n e r a l  
PO B o x  3 2 1  
L e w i s t o n ,  I3 8 3 5 0 1  
I N  WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h e r e u n t o  s e t  my hand and  a f f i x e d  
t h e  s e a l  of s a i d  C o u r t  a t  S t .  Maries,  Idaho  t h i s  d a y  of March, 
2 0 1 0 .  
cc: S u p r e m e  C o u r t / C o u r t  o f  A p p e a l s  
J. XICHEZE REYNOLDS 
C l e r k  o f  t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  
C E R T I F I C A T E  C F  S E R V I C E  
